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WELCOME: ALPHA KAPPA MU
The tudents, faculty and adminh,tration at Prairie View A. and M. College
are very happy to welcome to our campus the delegate to the annual convention of Alpha Kappa Mu.
We feel that it is an honor to have in
our midst many outstanding students
and faculty m mbers from colleges and
universities attended predominately by
Negroe, throughout the nation. We too
are very concerned about academic excellence and we are confident your pre:ence hel'e and your deliberations this
weekend will 'erve a. a strong moth·ating factor in keeping our "Excellence"
programs moving ahead.

Prairie View L dedicated to two very
important educational principles ·which
most of our
egro culleges share equal opportunity for all - and - academic excellence. The role of our institutions in the future will depend largely
on how well we can make these goals a
very real part of our whole educational
bm;iness.
We hope to make vour visit to Prairie
\'iew (and Texas)
memorable experience. Our welcome to von is mo:t :incere and ju t as big as· the great Rtate
of Texa ..

a

E. B. EvanR, President

---------------·---

Dr. II. A. Bullock
Convention Keynoter

Dr. Carey Croneis
Rice Provost to Address AKM

"The Voice

j VOLUME 37, NO. 13

of the Students

of Prairie View"

Prairie View A. & M. College, Texas

President Evans
Dinner for Honor·
Students Planned
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First Semester Honor
Roll Lists 152 Students

Dr. E. M. Norris to Speak Waco Co-ed Scores Perfect Record

Patricia Ann Iglehart, a
One of the traditional and out- freshman student at Prairie
standing social and academic oc- View A. and M. College, made
Banquet Speaker Friday
casions of the year at Prairie
View College will be held on the
evening of April 3 in the Ballroom of the Memorial Center.
At that time President E. R
Evans will give his Annual Dinner for those students who earn. Over 2:'0 delegates from sixty Challenges of Academic achieve- ed a place on the First Semester
colleg(.>,:; and universities repre-j ment." Prairie View's Alpha Pi Honor Roll.
:Enting t ·plve states will meet Mu chapter of the National orThis year's dinner will be no
Langston Tabor
at Prr.ln 'if 1
. and 1\1. C0!- ganizatiu
· ser 1ing as host to IPss c::ttra NI as a soc· 1 event · Langston Tabor from Berklege on ~larch 28-30 for the> an- the convention.
than many ot''the affair.· of the/ e~ey, California, Majoring i~ Sonual ccnVf'ntion of Alpha Kappa
All sessions of the three-day past. This is true because Pres- c1ology, was selected sectional
!llu NatwMl Honor Society.
meeting are scheduled in the ident Evans is going to some, Co-Chairman at the Regional
Dr. H"nry A. Bullock, chair- Memorial Center at the college pains to assure that his honor- YM-YWCA Assembly on March
man of • e department of So- except th general convocation ed guests will be entertained 8-10. He will direct the sectional
ciology , Texas Southern Uni- on Friday at 10 a.m. which will with the distinction they de- Conference which will in\'oh·e
\'Prsity, W?Jl deH,·er the keynote br> held in the gymnasium. An ser,•e.
the following schools:
address ~, he first general as- annual affair at Prairie View,
The speaker for the dinner
Texas A&M College
sembl:-, r,n Thursday, March 28 the Honors Convocation for stu- this year will be Dr. Erne t M.
Texas Southern University
at 1 :30 p.m. Other prominent dents and faculty is being held Norri., Professor of AgriculturDel Mar College
educators .cheduled to address in conjunct ion with the visiting al Education at Prairie View
University of Texas
is
tlw con cntion will he Dr. Carey convention. Dr. Preston Valien, College. Dr. Norris is a graduLangston's job description
Croneis, Provost, Rice Univer- a 1934 graduate of Prairie View ate of Prairie View A. and M. as follows:
sity: Dr Preston Valien, profes- is the speaker for this occasion. College and has had a distingDevelop creative ~ional
c;or of S d ology, Brooklyn ColDr. Nabrit will addres · the uished career in education and events.
lege, D, John B. Euban~~. pro- convention's banquet session ·on government. In addition to an
Share responsibility with cofe . or of Philoi:;ophy and Edu- Friday evening. Dr. Eubanks e. ceptional speaker, the Presi- chairman for sectionaJ events.
cational foundations, Tuskegee speaks at th<> Friday afternoon dent's guest at this annual afRepreesnt the sectional on
lnstitut ·· Dr. Samuel Nabrit, general session. and Dr. Croneis fair will be entertained by a Regional Council which is a fall
president c,f Texas Southern and is the final speaker Saturday program which has been pre- weekend in Dallas. The region
Dr. E. B. Evans, Prairie View's morning. General session meet- pared under the auspice of the pays for this.
pre,;ident.
ings are open to the public.
Mu Alpha Sigma Honorary SoRepresent the section at ReThe theme for the 1963 conOther program participants ciety, under the presidence of gional Conference.
vention jc. "The scholar faces the
See AKM MEET. page 7
See DINNER. page 4
Be co-partner with regional
------------------------------staff and responsible for section.
Communicate with associations through methods determined by each section's situation ( e.g. committee meetings,
BlJSM~ ADl\l. DEPT.
These clinics are sponsored by PANTHER carried the dates of letters, news-letters, visits, etc.)
OX PV RADIO SATURDAY
the Texas Education Agency, 9-10 for the 3rd annual MISS. Interpret to local associations
The Voice of Pantherland, the Southern Education Founda- five clinics will be sponsored on standards for good standing in
regular weekly radio series over tion and the Texas Education March 29 for Texas principals. the National Movement.
KYOK-Houston, will feature the Agency. The theme is - "Fu- TEXAS HIGH CONTEST. The
Bu ·iness Administration De- ture Concern in Accreditation, correct dates are May 8-9. This
partment Saturday. The School Certification, and Curriculum year's event will also include a
state-wide talent Festival which
of Engineering follows the next Development."
;, * *
is open to both high school boys
m:iek. Last Saturday a pedal
and girls.
program was pre ented by the TEXA LEADo.c O TH
I DESEGRATION
Baptist Choir group.
* * *
College desegration in the CRESCENDO SHOWCA E
t
"01\'ll ATIONS FOR
South is moving along at a rapid IS WELL ATTENDED
STUDENT OFFICERS MADE pace in most southern tates,
Club Crescendo presented its
Nominations for various stu- with Texas leading in this field 10th Annual Talent Showcase dent government positions were with a total of 59 desegregated "Musical Moods by Maroon and
made during the Student Coun- institutions of higher education, Gray" before a capacity audicil Vesper held Friday, March a report from the Southern Re- ence last Thursday evening,
22. Students were nominated for gional Council stated. Texas has March 21.
councilman-at-large, treasurer, 39 state _upported institutions
* **
s r tary, vice-p1·esident of the open to all races and 20 non- PRESIDENT EVANS SPEAKS
S udent Council, and for the po- public. Maryland has 31 de ·cg- TO PEN AND POUNDERS
siti n of MISS PRAIRIE VIEW. regated and Oklahoma 30.
Dr. E. B. Evans was the principal speaker for the Pen and
P.~1 CIPALS ASSOCIATION
MI, 'S T ,XAS HIGH CONTEST Pounders Club's 13th annual
SPO 'SORS CLir IC
I T.f. ARE l\lAY 8-9
Founders Day observance held
Langston Tabor
A cording to Dr. J. L. Brown,
A pl~VlOUS is ue of the on March 11.
To Head Integrated Dist -ict
Dr. S.

M. 'abrit

Sixty Colleges and Universities
To Represent at AKM Meet

News

Brief

YMCA Leader
Elected to
Regional Post

a perfect academic record of all
A's to head the honor roll for
the first semester.
A graduate of Carver High
School, Waco, Miss I~lehart
plans to major in mathematics
and minor in music. In addition
to the eight courses she pursued, she worked part-time in the
college exchange store to help
earn her way through school.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Stephen A. Iglehart, 1117
holson Road, in VVac ,.
Twenty-two others made excellent academic records, with
quality point ratios of 3.6 to
4.00. (almost straight "A" averages). Included in this group
are Rosalie Armstrong (Houston), Limuel Cox (Houston),
George Faye DeRouen (Port
Arthur), Joan Derrough (Wa.xahachie), Delores Ervin ( Gilmer), Norris Evans (Houston),
Darlene Greene (Weimar), Velma Hodge (Victoria), Johnny
Jennings (Houston), John Lee
Jr. (Silsbee), Richard Lockt-tt
(Houston). Elaine :Miller (Prairie Viev,·), Beverly Nunez (Dallas), Betti Poindexter (Prairie
View), Charlie Reeves (Palestine), Felton Sayle~. (Freeport),
Beverly Thomp ·on (Victoria),
Chukungere Uwakah (Nigeria),
Gussie Lee Vinson (Columbus).
Babette Washington (Waco),
Jewel Williams (Jacksonville),
and Rose Marie Wright (Cameron).
A total of 152 students were
listed on the first semester honor roll released recently by the
See HONOR ROLL, page 4

Patricia Ann Iglehart
Straight "A" Student
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T1VO

IColorful

Honors Convocation Ole Abner Davis
Memorial
~~~~~. Scheduled Friday, March 29

The Newest Alpha Pi Muites

Every year shortly after the
This vear the ninth Annual
start of the second semester at IIonors ·con\'ocation will prove
· · v·ie~··s fca•
Prairie View. it has become cus- to be one o f P raine
h
tomary for our local chapter of ture pre~entations d~rmg ~l~
Alpha Kappa Mu National Hon- 25th Natt0nal Convention of
~
l\·I u w·h·1ch is
· to take
or Society to sponsor an impres- pha Kappa
?g.
sive college-wide academic con- place on our campus Marc~ ~
vocation. For the past eight 30. Being plann d in conJuncy ars this special assembly ha tion with this national conclave,
b en held as a means of paying when this year·s Ho?ors Convoappropriate tribute to the stu- c;:ilion unfold. on Friday, :March
dents here who haYe earned a 29, it is sur to _be reg~rded as
place on the First Semester ?ne of t~e most 1mpress1ve on_es
Honor Roll. ·In addition to 111 the history of the eve~~- V1sspeaker. lik Dr. Allison Davie; it~ng conven:ion pa~t1cip~nts
of the University of Chicago and will appear . m t~e pt oc~ssio_n,
Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, Presi- and for t_he f1rc;t time music w1l~
dent of Morehouse College, a be provided by our expert!}
Lula V. Hinton
hiah ord •r of symbolic color and trained Cone rt Band under the
0
. 11·111 t"'n a b1'ol<J"\''
l:"se
!\hi'.'-' l\larcee. a J·unior .Pa geanti·y is always a unique direc_tion of Conductor Joseph A.
1 11 I
0
•
• a ' ·
., •
•
"
·'
feature of the Convocation. Damels.
najm anrl chemistry minor, jc; majoring in mathematics and Faculty per onnel fittingly robIt is of interest to note, too,
1 ~S" graduate of Fr~d Dour;- minoring in English, i. a 1960 ed in formal academic regalia, that the Convocation will be
,a~ ; !igh
School, .Tacksonville, 1;raduatc of th c R a lPh B unch e, oyr honorees wearing specia I addre s ed
- b \" D r. p res t on Va1fc,x, 0 •
High of Wadd<>r, Texas where I go 1d and purple ribbons, and ien, Profes;ot· of Sociology at
She s1 rves as prp<:id"nt both •·hr> ,va•· an hnnor student.
I mem b ers o f Alpha Kappa Mu Brooklv. n College. Significantly,
C' Cl ·b 2G, a Prairi<> Vi~w So- , '
· ~ ·' .
,
.. · .
, also adorned with distinctive Dr. Valien is a graduate of
.·ial So-::iet.v, and the 1,,cal ·h,c1p
A<-tivc 111 campus actn iti_es, identifying emblems comprise Prairie ;view
ha\'ing earned
,,,.- t,f the Beta Kanpa C''1i Sc;en- i Iiss r.farcee holds memberslups the groups which ordinarily a Bachelor of Arts degree in
,ific Honor Society, and as sec- 'Nith duh 1:V26, the mathemat- form the gala academic proces- 1963 with considerable distinc.etai v to the Women's Council. i 'S club, the English club, and sion at the beginning of the Con- tion. Following his graduation
.:he is one of 31 Prair·e View the Y.W.C.A. She is tr0asurer vocation. This annual affair is, I from Charlton Pollard High
~tudrn1s listed in Who's Who in of the mathematics clu~ and ,Yithout doubt, a major campus School in Beaumont, Preston
American Univt!1sities arnl Col- the 13/26'ers and is assistant I attraction that is designed to Valien carved for himself an
,egcs
· lreasur>?r of the Sunday School. exalt the ideal of scholastic ex- enviable collegiate academic
- - -- - - - She is the recipient of the cellence.
record that is characterized. by
t:P, 'ILO:\' Pl TAU JU, 'QUET State Tuition Scholarship. And - --- ----- ----------TIIEDULED l\lARCII 23
has retained a place on the hon- 1
Epsilon Pi Tau, Inc., the in- , "'r roll for the past four sem-'
,ernational honorary profes,;;ion- esters.
-ti fr;1ternity in Industrial Edu~ation and Industrial vo~ational Founders Day Banquet on
Education scheduled its annual l\farch 23.

l

I

Once again, as it does every
year, the Abner Davis Mernor•
ial sheds its old regalia and
takes on a new white "look".
The LES BEAUX ARTS Cul~
tural Club Pledgees again went
through their annual task of doing what they could to beautify
the campus.
So now, the fountain that one~
was stained and weatherworn
has now been conditioned for a
new year. This improvement has
certainly played a great role in
making the "center'' oi the cam•
pus, all the more attractive, for
our yearly high school visitors•
a preponderance of A's and B's.
The follO\\ing statements were
S(•(' COLORFUL. page 11

. ...

No A.F. R.O.T.C. 7

\ ,•,.act• 1..·oqis Volunlt•cr. !!'aching chemistry and biology in a
kli1e. British Jlondura,;, high school, helps a laboratory student
111aln.e rhe

contents of a ll.'sl lub;-.

Peace Corps Schedules
Placement Tests Mar. 23

,on - competili\·e placement
Pst
fo1 Peace Corps Volunc.:,·rs viii be given in 823 cities
.("n•s~ the nation on Saturday,
~arch 23.
)!any Nllege ,;tud nts \\-ill l.,e
ff ampus for Spring va a1011.,;, and Peace Corps ofticials
1upe the witle <li,;per:al or testng location:< will make exams
rnilable to Peace Corps appli•
anb wh rever the>· are.
The te ts will begin at S:30
.m. t designated U.S. Ch·H
;;;en·ic,,
Commi ion te,t.ing
center,;. On-c mpus te·ting
-iles will not h u ed except in
mstanc . desi~at
by Ch·il
, ervice,

t.o t ke the
mu.;;t have
tther submitt
questionnaire
,o .th Peac Clori> , or must
To lie eligibl

"'Xam, can,H at

bring a completed que,;;tionnaire
to the test site with them.
Questionnaires may be obtained from campus Peac
Col'J)S liaison officers or fro111
any post office.
More than 5,000 successful
applicants are now a signed to
50 countries in Asia, Africa an,1
Latin America.
The number of Volunteers
has iucrea ed 78 percent (from
2,816 to r.,009) since last June
30. The Peace Corps expeet3 to
as,ign 4,000 more Volunt rs by
the end of this yeal',
All llJ>plicants mu~t be U.S.
cilizens who are at lea t 18
years of age. There is no up • l'
age limit• .l\I rrie<l cou11 s without dependent cl\ildt '!l m~y
serve if they ooth qualify for

the s..1me <we1 -c s project.

Go A.F.O.T.S. !
These letters stand for Air Force Officer Train- the Aerospace Team. You'll be serving your
ing School-the gateway to an Air Force career country while you get a flying headstart on
for ambitious college men who didn't have the an exciting career.
chance to enroll in AFROTC.
OTS is a tough course. But it's a great opportunity-one that may not always be available.
If you're within 210 days of graduation, we
welcome your application now. We can't guar-

The U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of every
vital new technological breakthrough of the
Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's
most advanced research and development
programs-and you can be part of It.

antee that we'll be able to in a year.

OTS is open to both men and women.

As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on information, see your local recrultel'I! ,

U.S. Air Force

P.or
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pl"incip!Ps for which an institution of higher learning stand~,
has bren po1·trayerl during the
by shO\•,ing interest in my class
First Seme. ter by Miss Iglehart.
work, by pending more time on
my most difficult subject, and
BeC'ause she feels that her
most of all by staying with the studies claim priority over any 1
teachings of my parents.
other activity at Prairie View ,
"The mo t important values A. and 1-1. College. she parliciand ideals which make up my pates during her Freshman year 1
'personal creed' for living a sat- in only one extracurricular acisfying life are: (a.) Don't be tivity - the Concert Band. She
influenced by others ""hen you i an attractive young woman,
know your conviction is right. with _a ple_asing personality. Yet, 1
(b.) Always put God first in ~he 1. . quiet an? ~odest. In an 1
your life. (c.) Always do your interview she said, I do not care
best. (d.) Tell the truth no mat- I to have others know about my
ter whom it hurts ... "
achievements. I ne~er think,,that
Initially, it was mentioned 1 have done anything · · . · As
George W. Gore, Jr.
that the academic achievements one of the means of ~elpmg to
AKM Founder
of those students honored are de_fray her expenses m colleg7,
the results of well-formulated Miss Iglehart works approx1plans for immediate and long- mately 14 hrs. per week m th e AN 'UAL )IEDICAL
range objectives and emphasis College Exchange, a nd stated CONFERE 'CE HELD
they have placed on senses of ~hat her w~rk schedule does ':10t
The annual Post-Graduate
values! Through her precise, yet interfere wi th her s~u?y hab~ts. Medical Assembly was held on
meaningful essay formulated at She _has a deep rehgwus fai th the campus on March 4-7. The
the beginning of the school year, a nd is a_ mem~er of th e Church conference is sponsored by the
Miss Iglehart expressed her of God m ChnSl.
1Lone Star Medical Association
philosopJ,y for achieving acadDuring the "march" through in coope1·ati'on with the Slate
emic excellence. She recognized the Second Semester and on Department of Health, the Texthe requirements for attaining through the years which fol- 1as Tuberculosis Association and
her objectives and as urned re- low, may Miss Iglehart continue Prairie View A. and J\1. College.
sponsibilities for laying the to keep in step \.Vith her already DI TRICT TEACHERS
foundation toward achieving im- 1established academic record, and )fEE1.'lNGS SERVED
mediate and long-range goals. may other fellow students join BY PV PROFESSORS
First things put first - that is; in the "battle" for Academic ExRepresentatives of several dethe accomplishment of a repre- cellence on the Prairie View A. partments and divisions of the
sentative academic record - and M. Campus as they listen to college served as con ultants at
which is the requisite of a real- the echoes of these encouraging District
Teachers
Meetings
ly, full-fleged college student words: ONWARD , DISTING- scheduled over the state on
dedicated to the fundamental UISHED SCHOLAR!
March 8.
---------------~

Onward, Distinguished Scholars
By l\lrs. Herthal R. Cross
It is quite fitting, indeed. to
commend all those students who
have earned a place for themselves on the Scholastic Honor
Roll or membership in Alpha
Pi Mu Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Mu National Honor Society at
the end of the First Semester
during the 1962-63 school year.
For it is fully understood that
.these accomplishments have not
just happened. To be sure, they
are the results of assiduous effective study, and the emphasis
which these scholars have placed upon well-formulated immediate and long-range objectives
and upon senses of values!
0f significant mention, however, is the outstanding academic record of Miss Patricia Ann
Iglehart who among a student
body of approximately 3,200
during the First Semester is the
single full-time matriculant t.aking five or more classes has
earned a Straight "A" average.
A member of the School of Arts
and Sciences Honors Program,
Miss Iglehart was enrolled in 8
courses (including College Algebra, English 113, and National Government,
incidentally,
some of the most difficult
courses for College Freshmen)
which totaled 19 semester hours.
She has accumulated 76 grade
points during the First Semester and has a grade point aver-

I

I

age of 4.0 This is an emphatic
achievement for a Freshman
who came into the college environment with 882 fellow Freshmen - each of whom had high
ambitions and stated specific objectives - all of whom experienced an adjustment period
which is typical for those students who enroll in college
:the first time. Miss Iglehart has
eari;ed a place of acamedic distinction in the College for herself, and her record should serve
as a motivation as well as a
challenge to fellow students. It
is she to w.\lom the inspiriting
words: ONWARD, DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR, are directed
Miss Iglehart, one with two
sisters and three brothers, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Iglehart, and she hails
from Waco, Texas. She is a
graduate of the George Washington Carver High School of
that city. At Prairie View A.
and M. College, she is majoring
in Mathematics and minoring in
Music.
• During the Orientation Activities at the College, Miss Iglehart, along with the other entering Freshmen, was requested to
write an essay on: "Some Observations About Myself in Relation to College, Values, and
Life Goals.'' (Excerpts from her
theme are quoted with the expressed permission of both Miss
Iglehart and the Direct.or of the
Counseling Cent.er.) These excerpts are included in this article
because the writer feels that
they are representative of the
kind of fundamental principles
which others may care to emulate.
In response to items in the
outline for the essay: "(a) How
do you expect to profit from the
opportunities for further growth
which you will receive at Prairie
View A. and M. College? (b)
The most important values and
ideals which make up your 'personal creed' for living a satisfying life (c) The major goals and
activities you hope to relate
yourself to after the completion
of your formal education," :Miss
Iglehart wrote the following essay:
"I expect to profit from the
opportunities for further growth
which I will receive at Prairie
View A. and M. College by applying myself, by striving for
excellence, by being independent,

I

Dr. Thomas F. Freeman
AKA President

I

Get
I

UC

•

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NO . HERE'S HOW:
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below; then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries sub•
mitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
hurnor (up to ½), clarity and freshness (up to ½), and appropriateness (up
to ½), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every month. October through April, Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except employees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley. and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

I~~----------------~--------~------~-------------~~---~--~-~,
THE ANSWER:
. i THE ANSWER: .
I THE ANSWER:
'

\ STRETCH PANTS

i~~~!~i

mangoes

I

I-----------~--~-~-~ ~-----------------~ -----~~-----~---sn•1 10 •n •p,tM0H •w u4or

~ieis esor ues •ue11111ns,O uaamev-,

fJnoSS!W j0 'ti •,au1,o.1 '!:I , uew,ot,t

lWJOJtun UOS!Jd e JO Jll'l4 wonoq a4t
tq!J~$ap no,< op MOH :NOIJ.S3n0 3H.1

(lOl!d·aze)l!We)I au!"!I lSap10 s,ueder
JO aweu 84l ~! ie4M =NOl.1$300 3H.1

lsao~ uewoM
9J84M suadde4 le4M =NOIJ.S3nb 3Hl

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

6A'rlN

QUARTER

lt)fo l)C)lfN

8a+2Na

ha taste 10 start with ...Iha taste to stav With,
·THE QUESTION IS: HOW DO YOU HIT THE BULL'S-EYE FOR GREAT SMOKING
TASTE? Let the big red bull's-eye on the lucky Strike pack be your target. It's a
sign of fine-tobacco taste you'll want to settle down and stay with. And the sign
of the most popular regular-size cigarette among college students. to boot!,

J
1
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When Knowledge Keeps Her Virtue

Honor Roll

EDITORIALS

C01 Tl, UL:D from page I
•1 h. otht;. d, y in a clas ·room disl·tt:-:io~1 a .-tu ent':~('tences
Rf:'gistrar' (1tfice. Thiliy-sen'n
siatenwnt that t 11e • •H t urn I •·1ncl· PhY,;Jc·tl
·' . ' .• •
k
had awrng s above B and 91
"orked with the hea~l. and lhe Hum, m~1es
_r e
ea rnt'cl B averages.
on the hNirt gained w1d .tcc_eptance_ among ~h~ g1oup:
'JI)ls
·. \ ..,I. . 110 t • •tit·Ill"i • ·inosince lh1s. g-ene1at101
h,t.I
Other names on 1he 1lonor
,.,,
• "h
Th PAJ.'TIIER take· prid in dedicating this i:sue
-o~f' to t rnst and believe in the exi_.-tence. of
an ,
Roll indude:
o cholarship in g •neral, and to the annual eon\'enMAG A CUM LA 'DE
T. 1 roll! r: ·ts" to .-uch an extent that _1clealo~1cally . t~e
ion of lpha Kappa • lt1 Honor ~od ty in particular.
world of intellects is constantlj'. b~mg- IJ1 oken o:-, n
Anderson, James A.; Baldwin,
We know of no adivities we would rather support
into •twin camp.-hips' th~ :c1~nt1st and the . 111!0Bobbie Jean; Beard, Myrtle
than those of improdn r :cholar.-hip and the promo·opher the realist ancl the 1deahst, the agno,-ti . and
Mae; Boyd, James Atkins;
tion of a ·ulemic cxet>llenc .
fhe failhholdt>r, and the system if dichotomy continues
Cook, Deborah Ann; Crosby,
Aft r all, this iQ the real purpo.-e of colleg life.
Wilhma Jewt'll; Davis, Edna
almost indefinitelr.
. .
and the rea::;on why w ar here.
But even as there are differences among the. d1.-c1pMarie; Davis, Johnnie M.: DonOur fervent hope is that the ntir Praii-ie View
lines there are bonds between these wor_lc!s o kn?wley, Patricia Mac; Dunnington,
Community will catch th spirit of this convention
1 dg~ ancl Alpha K,ippa Mu is one of a few ?nrnn_1zaBettye J.; Erwin, Gladys Faye;
and that ittl will re-dedicate ourselves to greater acat.ions that not mer ly invite the sch?lars ~f _v -,_nous
Green, Odetta F. S.; Bart, Dordemic effort.
disciplines into its folds but usei:\ an mter-clu,c1pl111ary
othy Jean; Haywood, Zelma
We join with President Evans and the host chapter,
•11 ,proach lowarcl the problems that face tho-» wh'.~
Lois; Holmes, Lorraine; Jacoh,
Alpha l'i :;'11u, in expressing a warm w !come to a_ll
are found among "the ranks of the competent :--tud ent.
Je. sie Marie: Johnson, Bernard
delegat · and speeinl guc:l to the convcnlon here this
It is forlunat that Alpha Kappa Mu has not anchorF.: Kennedy, Alfred; Lyom,,
week.
ed its convention on any one campus or in any _one r~Esther
Eugene;
Mac,
Clarence;
·we hope that you will have a pleasant star.
gion and that Prairie View is to be the host )r this
Moore, Rosie Mary; Mosby, Bervear's ·onvention. A careful look at the_ Hon->r Sonadctt M.; Moye, Rita J.; Orr,
•
ciety's
program of activities shows . t~at _its ::cn~.aken,
Leo Earsel Jr.; Poindexter, Al•
In
represent
cliven,ified areas of spec1allzat10n and exired N.; Robin on, Freeman Jr.;
perience·.
.
Roberson, Sibyl Carr; Sansom,
It iR now a well establi. hetl fact that ,overnor John
Those who attend its seRsion wi11 fmd small ;rronl?s
Barbara Sue; Shavers, Barbara
Connallv intends to develop higher education in Texas
with wide ranges of opinions carrying on what will
Ann; Smith, Eloise; Smothers,
so that· it will be s<:>concl to none. He campaigned and
probably be some of the ~iveliest cfo,cussion~. The
was elected with this as his fir. t anrl main platform. 1Elneita L.; St. _Julian, D~tsie
delegatei- will differ, sometimes, but these dele '.:{ates
M.: Toines, Elmira; Washmg- 1 are here to work at one of the most complex 1~ro~ems:
Fe,v people b lieved at first that many of the high
ton, Janie D.; Wilborn, Betty J.;
goals established could be reached i_n the foreseea?le
"The Scholar Faces the Problem of Academic ..:.xcelWilliams, Alva Justine; Wilfuture. With the passage of the bill and appropnalence."
.
liams, Lizzie Joy
tions for ~L "studv of the needs" of higher education
Today the world is demanding that a good ed .. cat10n
CUM LAUDE
Adams, Mcin this state and "the resulting favorable publicity and
be worth its time in gold. A good thought mu ·t be
Neal; Adams, Vera Sue; Andergeneral support, most folk now believe that the state
converted into a worthwhile project. Even witrin the
son, Gloria C.; Arm trong, Robmeans bu ines. in thi. respect.
ranks of the scholars the crude yardstick of .:iUCcess
ert A.; Bailey, Naomi Marie;
Such developments in this area as NASA in Houston,
may be 'cash earned." Thus we find the dedine of
Ball, Lucille; Barnett, Maxine
and other rapidly developing industrial and scientific
eduational theorie that call for pure knowledge and
Louis; Bell, Addie Mae; Blackenterprises all over the state have contributed a great
the man of intellect ha· been converted into a ::tan of
deal to this "new look" at higher education. The talk
well, Birdie J. H.; Best, Macaction and projects.
.
evervwhere is about surpassing New York, C'alifornia,
arthur July; Branch, Lura ErWhen the students ask How can we
:quire
Michigan and other . tates at the top in educational
academic excellence'? Any po::;itive reply the .~c holar
nestine; Brown, Samuel Lavern:
learlership in this nation.
Brownlow, Bevy Modyne; Campproffers must prexume that academic excelle~11.:': is a
The only possible deterrent to reaching this goal is
bell, Mary II.; Car-rier, Louis
performance, an end skill, or an act. And, 1~ t · not
mone:. Texas ha:-:; plenty, hut how and where to t·e1
Alvin: Cash, Larry Leonard; j this - it is an attitude. It puts the why m to our
it is the problem. With lhe type of determination for
every action.
Chapple, Charles Et ta; Chatex(·Pllence in the field of higher education coming- frorn
St'uclies clone Jn· Dr. llorace l\.Iann Boncl of .• ~t antu
I man, Jake Benson : Clay, James
all o,·er, cham:cs .u·e g1,od that Governor Connally will
UHiversity indicate that there ;s a wide gap b ween
H0nry; Coss, Marion Lavonne:
set• his goal r •alizecl.
indication and performance . . . ancl that cult ur doi:nCotton,
Charlie;
Dansby,
.r or tho t' of us nt Prairie View. our rolP a 1 d the Charl"s W.; Dimes, Mary Em - inates the crime of aeaclrmic measurements.
e.·tcnt of our development in the futur, is tie I up in
Whal will unfold here at Praire Yi ew du rin,.!" thi:4
ma; Durham, Lela Mae; Fenthi. entire effort. • T·1tur, lly, we takl• pri , in ..:ornweek is 1he r surve:\'lng of the adiYif >' of le~l ting.
nell Donald David; Ferguson ,
m nding GovPrnt>l" Connally aul the L<>gislature in
It is the scare],, prohalih· not l he ans\\' t r.
tt will
l\Ia~de Eleanor: Fields, Ray F.:
taking thi.· iriant st l> forward.
he
worth
all
the
time
that
will
be
spent
here.
Th
e
. lpha
Fat ris, Alma Louis1•: FrePman,
Kappa ~Iu br the nature of its qualific.itions f 1r mem1
•
Elvie
Arthur;
Gar
er,
Prrry
1
ber •hip i.- a relatively small organization, lJn• ·t hn:
i\I.: :etty, Georg1~:'ay or: j' Ann; Gay, Majorie Nell; Gibi-. A.
Jean, Taylor, \\ ilhe. Elmer' son, Jewel Dean; Glover, Jim- I for 25 years sought to encourage scholarship.
Goi-e of Florida A. • :.\I. is its founder.
Waddleton, Donald R.. Wash. R . Hammons LawrencetThe fin,t phase of its progress wa.- encour~uement
Thi:! following sophomores are. ington, Babette: Williams, Alva mt 1_e 1 , ·:
G ge 'Ray. Hobbs
.
. . w·ii·
J
.
E a, CJ.el ren, eor
.
,
- today it is in its second phase - maintainin~. procurn>ntly m the Honors Pro-J Just111e, 1 1ams, acque1ine . Gloria z.: Hu~hes, Mammie
tecting, and developing scholars. The l"ift betm~~n the
gram:
Bradley,
Carolyn;
Louise; Hunt, Rosa Harrison;
various evaluations of scholarship should be ,-.~aled,
Brown, Joyce M.; Butler, East-1
Hunter, Mardell; John~on, Theo~
but if not sealed, then recognized ancl attempt., f reer; Clay, Jame : Crosby, Wildore R.; Jones, ~utne Helen,
pairing must be undertaken.
ma; Hicks
Lucas; Hughes,
CONTINUED from page l
Jones, Enyce Mane; Jones, Mor- \
All knowledge muRt work with head and hea r t. If
1famie; Leavell, Alvin: Love,\Miss Eloise Smith, a junior in ris Franklin; _K:nnedy, Lofton
not ,ve will fn the name of knowing let loo.:-e the
William; Matt, John E.: Mosby, Music from Navasota, Texas, Jr.; Lee Gloria, Lemon, Bess
hounds of human desecration. destruction, and de. olaRichard;
etherly, Marjorie; and the sponsorship of Miss El- Harkless;. 1:-ester, Wendell H.;
tion. Knowledge never is, never wa , and never ~houl<l
Orr, Leo; Portis, Rudolph; Sta- la Cullins of the faculty of the ~ster, William ~oy; Lott,_ Glor~
be "cold facts" appealing only to the eyes of a head in
ten, Patrinell; Ware, DeLeon C.; Department of Music.
1a Jean; McDamel, Norris L.,
an amoral, impersonal atmosphere, but knowledge i.Warren, Aaron D.: Williams,
The Alpha Pi Mu Chapter of McGlothin, Mary Joyce; Metand should forever be clo elv associated to ,·i•-ion, to
Eddie; Williams, Frances C.
Alpha Kappa Mu has tradition- calfe, D loris M.; Miles, Joann;
morality and to virtue.
•
The Alpha Kappa Mu has quite a bit on it;:.; hands.
Members of this year's fresh- ally served as the agent of Pres- Mosby, Richard ~llen; .NewS<;ientia victrix, virtu triumphans. Though kn • ledge
man class who were admitted to ident Evans of arranging the some, Susan Lorame; Nickergains the victory, virtue must triumphant be.
the Honors ~rogram are: An- 1details of the Dinner._ Stude~l son, Agnes L.: Norman,_ Her~an
-T. A. Talbot
derson, MarJay Delma; Cole- members of the society will II.; Odom, Jamcsetta, Ohv~r,
man, Lee Roy; Collins, Earnest have charge of the procedings of Ruby B.; Page, Joseph Lewis;
Boyd; Dorsey, Donald Edward; the evening.
Paul, Eleanor Joyce; Peel, GeorHemmingway, Sheila Ann; lgMrs. Rosalie Armstong Bry- 1ge Allen; Phillips, Felix Paul;
lehart, Patricia Ann: Joseph, ant will be l\listres. of Cere- Piert, Beatrice; Prater, Bennie
Levonnya E.; McCray, Elliott monies; Miss Lula Hinton will Eugene: Randle, Adam Don;
Patricia, Iglehart
will help us to solve ~>roblem ,
Duane; Mayfield, Patricia Ann; offer grace; Miss Roe Mary Randolph, Lee Francis; Ratcliff:
The Honors Program serves scientifically.
;\filler, Leroy Glenn; Miller, Marcee will introduce the speak- Wesley D.; Renfro, Wanda Lou, as a stimulus to the students
The Political System departMary Su ; Mosby, Bernadette er of the evening: and Miss Roberts, Alfred Lloyd; Robert- with high intellectual potential ment has devised a \·ocabulary
son, Sharon E.; Shankle, Gen- to \\'Ork more enthu iastically Building Program which is exetha; Shannon, Clenton Jr.: toward their vocational endeav- tremely helpful to the student
r
~ Smith, Bobbie Jean; Smith, or. It foments a type of friend- in building a sound \·ocabulary
Published Semi-Monthly in tlie Interest of a Greater Prairie View
Marjorie; S t een, Clyde R.; Tay- Iiy competitive rivalry among
See COMMENTS. pa!{e 13
A. and M. College. The PANTHER serves as the voice of the
lor, Jean; Terry, John Frank- I these students which will aid
Stu.dents of Panlherland.
Jin
·
their mental development. Since
·-------- 1
- ------ our c:ociety strives 9n competiA MEMBER OF TlIE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRE S
RED CROS DRIVE
tion, competition on the college
----;\-,a-t-io-nal Advertising Repres_e_n -ta-,i-ve,:-· - - - - 0
CAMPUS U ·oERWAY
le\'el is essential. Here, student
The annual Red Cross Fund of approximate equal mental
1 Tt\TIOXAL ADvrnnsi ·c SER\,cE
18 &sT 50th STR!::ET, rEw YORK 22, . Y.
Drive is now in proghressBunder abilities are placed in special
__ _
the sponsorship of t e arons cla. ses where they can exchange
1of Innovation. A special demon- philo!-ophical ideas. Thei-e specStaff for This Issue
stration and other activities fur ial classes include English, Pocn:--1; EDITORS
.••. Lonnie D. Hunt, Jr., Roy Benford
students will be announced soon. litical Science, and Mathematics.
·Ews EDJTOHS
• • .. .• . ..• Sandra Thompson. Marjay Anderson
- ----- In the special English Class,
FASHION EonoR
. ......... ···-··········
.....• ... Joyce Rollins
The city of Los Angeles was we are introduced to classical
TYPIST •• •
• •. .......... .••••••.. • .. . ... -· .••. Donnie Ruth If('nson
founded in 1781 as El Pueblo de literature such as the works of
B s1. 'E.,~ • IA. 'AGER
••...•.••••••.•••••.•• ••
• • ···- ..• •• Nolan Ward
Nuestra Senora la Reina de Los Gnek, the Artists, Homer, EuPuoTOCRAPIIHlS ..
. .. ......... Clifford Ward, Roger Jackson
Angeles (The City of Our Lady, ripide!", Aeschylus, Aristophane
ECRE.TARY
..•••• •• ••• ••••• •• • ••. ······-········· ·- Helen Lomax
TI1e Queen of the Angels).
and Sophocles; the works of
Ao,1soR .... .. .....
.. . .. .... ......... ... ........ ......... C. A. Wood
• ----Montaigne, the essayist, and
Subject to ch,mgc each issue
Yvonne McConico will formally thos.e of great English and AmAny nc\, item , advertising, or matters of interest to IBE PA, Tu R may he prc,C'l1tcd to the Dcpanmcnt of Student Publication$, present the host for th occa-1 eri~an write_rs_. We are also resion, President E. B. Evans, to qu1rc·d to wnte numerous _re·
Room B·6, AJministration. Telephone 7-3311, Ext. 301.
l\lii,.s Hughe.
his guest.
searc:h and term papers which
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The Honors Program
In lire with thP practices of Arts and Sciences Freshmen ular student is enrolled. The
the ma or educational institu- whose performances on the in- Honors student is required to
lions across the nation, in Sep- 5titution's entrance tests placed do a higher calibre of work, and
tembc,· 1961, Dr. T. P. Dooley, them at the 50th percentile or, to do more work than the reguDean of the School of Arts and higher on national norms were lar student. At the same time,
Science-. inaugurated an Honors admitted to the Honors Pro- however, he does not receive ad- ,
Program for the talented stu- gram. Following this procedure ditional college credit, and ex- •
dC'nts ir. the Scho11J of Arts and in September of this school year, 1 poses himself to the hazard of
Scienc"..
nineteen freshmen were admitt- making
lower grade than
The bjectivcs of the program cd to the program.
would have been earned in the
are ( 1 ) to provicie an educationThe
general
Educational regular courses. Thus far, the
al environment that encourages courses in the school of Arts major award acruing to the
and ac;!-ists the talented student and Sciences serve as the core of Honors student is his knowledge
to achi(•ve his maximum poten- the Honors Program. The Hon- that he has been given a greater
tial, (2) to afford the oppor- ors Students study together in opportunity to realize his potunitie!- for enrichment and ac- Honors sections of some regular tential.
cclcration of subject matter, and courses, and in the junior year
The Honors Program is ad(3) to produce students more will be enrolled in special Hon- ministered by the Honors comalive in intellectual concerns, ors courses operating on a demore sJiilled in analysis, more partmental and/or interdepart- mittee, th e members of which
comprenensive in judgement, mental basis.
are: G. R. Ragland, H. D.
and more cognizant of the re- I The Honor,;; sections are con- Smith, Norman J. Johnson, R.
sponsibility of talent, than is the J ducted both on a higher level, J. Rousseve, John Murphy, and
average student.
and at a more rapid pace than j John D. Holmes. G. R. Ragland
In September 1961, the thjrty those sections in which the reg- is the Director of the program.

a

The Teachers' View of the Honors Program
Dr. Anne L. Campbell
The Honors Program in English as a curriculum innovation
has in the two years of its operation at Prairie View A. & M .
College presented many diallenges.
The program which began in
1961 v.ith twenty-seven entering freshmen was structured to
embrace three basic courses in
special sections of English,
l\lathematics,
and
Political
Science. Students for the program were selected on the basis
of their placing in the upper ten
percent in entrance examination
scores on the Cooperative English Te t and the A. C. E. Psychological Examination.
An Honors Program Committee with Dr. George Ragland as
chairman, worked as faculty
staff members and administrators on the experiment of offer-

ing, at Prairie View, a program
which would provide for our
best students intellectual opportunities not available through
the regular curriculum.
Rather than acceleration as a
basis for the initial implementation of the program, enrichment
was the primary factor in
course content.
The twenty-seven comprising
the initial group in our Honors
experiment included majors in
practically all fields in the
School of Arts and Sciences:
English,
History,
Political
Science,
Natural
Sciences,
Mathematics, Education, Sociology, and Business Education.
The program conceived has
up to the present time, been one
confined
to the Arts a nd
Sciences division. The three
teachers
involved:
English,
Mathematics,
and
Political
Science, attempt~d in searching
for a more me~mngful approach
to _the e~ucation~l _Pr?cess of
their particular d1sc1plines and
related ones, to present subject
content which was designed to
challenge and motivate the sup" t I erior student to put forth his
· \e' best efforts in meeting the demands of his intellectual ex,. periences, to strive for excellence in academic performance
and the attainment of the high" est development of individual
talents.
Enrichment for the teachers
, involved was based on intensification which emphasized im· provement in quality, greater
·' mastery, more severe grading
standards, and an over-all emphasis . on quality rather than
quantity.

I

.. :'v~,

Dr. Campbell

In this attempt to meet the
intellectual needs of the academically talented, teachers were
uniformly in agreement that the
program at Prairie View positively showed that the ''high
achievers" were not only initially and potentially our above
average students, but the students demonstrated in performance an actual superior ability.
Nineteen completed the 1961-62
program, with a third of the enrollees on the college Honor Roll.
In the 1962-63 class, twentytwo entering freshmen qualified
for the program and nineteen
were enrolled at the end of the
first semester.
Since we are only in the
second ye~r of operation, it is
difficult to assess the effect of
our Honors program to any
great extent, but one feels safe
in saying that the challenge
which the academically superior
student presents was met in the
attempt made to give totality to
his academic program and to his
career.
,
.
The teac,1:r servmg as tut?rscholar - adviser - teacher tr~ed
~hroughou~ th e progra~ to 1~Ject th e kmd of enthusiasm m
teaching and s~holarsh~p which
hoped communicated. itself to
the student. F~r the mtent was
not only to stimulate each according to his ability, but each
~o the outer limits of that ability.
It is a feeling also that the
Honors group did provide some
stimulation to the academic
community at Prairie View. In
addition to above av.e rage classSee TEACHERS'. page 6
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AMONG MY KINFOLK
My fa.vori~-0 cou8in, Mandolin Glebe, a sweet, unspoiled country
ho.)_', has J_u't st~rted college. Today I got a letter from him
which I will r?pnnt here because I know Mandolin's problemt
are so much like your own. Mandolin writ.is:
Dear Mandolfo (he thin.ks my name i Mandolin too),
I see by t~e college pape~ that you 11re writing a eolumn fo•
Marlboro_ Cigarett~. I thmk Marlboros are jim,:landy cigarettes with real nice tohacco and a ginger-peachy filter, and
I want to tdl you why I don't smoke them.
It _all ~tllrtcd the very first da.y I ani,·ed nt college. I was
~alkmg !t?ross t.h_c c11;11pus, swinging my paper valise 11nd . inglOJ,!; tr~chbonal am, hke Blur Tail Fly und Dwth and Tra11sfig11r~/w11, when_all of a Rudden I rnn into thi twre col11 jtiatelooking fellow with a monogram on hi.· lirra,;t pocket. He asked
me wa:-1 I a fre.·hm:.in. I Ruid ye.-;. He asked me did J want to
be_ a BMOC und the Pnvy of all the in crowd. I i;aid ye;. He
s:ud the ~nly "\'Y to make the8e keen thing. happen was to join
a _fmt~rn1ty. l•ort_unat<>ly he happened tf1 have a plrdg;<> c:ir<I
with h1111, o he pricked my thumb imd I signed. Jfo didn't 11"ll
me th~ n:iml' of the frntemity or where it i - located, but I . UJ>•
po ·c I II find out when I go active.

Meanwh.il~ this fellow comes nround e,·ery week to collect
the d_ues, wluch a!e 100, plus a .. 10 fine for mi· ·ing the weekly
meeting, plu.· a. o a,.se ·ment to buy a headstone for, 'pot the
late, belO\·cd he:1gle who was the fraternit,v ma.cot.
'
I have nen? regretted joining the fraternit,y, b<>cause it is
my dcare;;t w1~h to be a BMO :tll.Cl the envy of :ill the ill
crowd, but you can see that it is not cheap. It wouldn't be 0
bad i[ I slept at th~ frat house, but you must aw-ee that I can't
sleep at the hou. e 1f I don't know where the house j,,_ •
. I haxe _re!lt d a room which is not only w-ote quely el;.pens1ve, but 1t IR not at all the kind of room I was looking for. I
w:in~d someplac_e rM;SOnably priced, clean, comfortnble, and
witlu~ easy " ·~lkmg d1Rtance of cla~ses, the shopping district,
~nd an Francisco and ew York. Wha.t I found was a bedroom
m the home of a local co termonger which is dingy, expe.nsive,
and uncomfortable-and I don't even get. to use the bed till
7 a.m. when my landlord goes out t-0 mong hi costers.
Well anyhow, I g:ot settled and the next thinp; I did, naturally,
was t4;1 look for a ~rl. And I found her. Harriet her name i a.
~t_lti~ul creature standing_jUBt under ,.~,·en f~t iugh and weighmg 3 · pound . I first spied her leaning agam t the statue of
t l~e Founder, dozing lightly. I talked to her for several hours
w~thou~ effect. Only when I mentioned dinner did she stir. Her
mJlky httle eyes opened, she raised a brawny arm sciud my
nape! _and carried me to a chic Frrnch reatnuran/ called
Chp;omt w~ere. he consumed, according to my calculations,
her own weight m chateaubriand.
After dinner she lapsed into a torpor from which I could not
rouse he~. no matt.er how I tried. I banged my gl~ with a
fork, I prnched her great pendulous jowl , I rubbed the legs of
my corduroy pants together. But nothing worked, and finally
I ~la1;1g her over ~Y l_1oulder and Mrried her to the girl dorm,

u

X-r:iy,:, anae,;µ1ei,!a, forceps, hemostnts, calpel11, cat.gut, linen,
towels, aroort1zation, and nurses. They would not, however
let me keep the nurses.
'
So, _cl nr c~usin, it is lack of fund.·, not lack of enthu~iaam,
that 1s keep_mg m~ from :Marlboro Ci~arette.·-dear, good
Marlbor?s with their fine blend of choire tobaccos and their
pure wlnte Selectrate filter and their soft pack and their flip
top box.
Well, I mu t close now. My pencil is wore out and I can''
afford another. Keep 'em flying.
Yr. cou in Mandolin Glebe

LINEN SERVICES
INC.

. k..i:ci::l!fi.it~ ,..

(Author of "I Wa.a a Teen,-age Dwarf', "Tfte Many
Lovea of Dob'ie Gillii", et.c.)

shppmg several di, cs m the process .
Fortt~:itely, medical care for student is provided free at the
college mfirmnry. _All I had to pay for were a few extra$, like

.INEEDA

V ice Pres. · General Manager

On(t:nput.111.n

I
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R. G. MU ELLER

Honors Students on Honor Roll - Dr. T. P. Dooley, Dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences entertained the Honors
Students, Honors Faculty, and Arts and Sciences Department Heads with a venison dinner. In the picture are the
Honors Students who made the first semester Honor Roll.

@

UN 9 - 4511
3520 Center St.

Ito& Mas 8b•law

• • •
T h~ 1,eart, of tlae maker, of Marlboro 10 out to poor Mon•
dolin-:-and to poor anyone else 10ho i• minin11 o ut on our
fine c111arette1-available in all 5(} of the,e United State,.
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Epsilon Pi Tau, Inc. Honorary Fraternity

.

,. a I a
,
'·au, Inc., Honon1r~· Profrssional :Fraternity
rh and Jndu trial
,
1 Edm·ation
l•ront row, left to right, Harold
J:11nner. llugh1P Smith, <;rady Sp ncet·, Dr. A I. 1 homas, President E. B. }';\'ans, Dr. Will am f:.. \ 'arner, Founcler, Epsilon Pi Tau; D . n. A. Tu1 ner, guest; Limuel Cox, Tommie
\ val ton, John Wilkinson, Cl nton Shannon, B rnanl Johnson: second row left to right, Larry
C'ash, T:molhy Chandler, ·Eugen" Jackson, 0 ,·e Rhodes, Kathryn Saddler, Mary Clark,
J,ucille B. Smith, Franklin ~ laughter, Geor •e Hudspeclth. Louis Morris, Archie Webb r,
1 homas Miller; third and fourth rows, left to right, Raymond Henderson, Joe Warner, J1•.,
l "i anklin D. W0. ley, Jimmi Lewis, T. . Th mas, Waller Hall, Herbert Coleman, Samuel
Owens, Lee Hollins, Ambrose Adams, Riley Henderson, Lonnie Bowman, Fred Field, George
n,rgan, Thomas L. Holley, Ulysses Bell, Cla enee Mack, Alfred Kynard, and Samuel R.
Collins. PRAIRIE VIEW A & M COLLEGE, PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS; Installation
l\l reh 24, 1962.

·, r: \Cl11: HS'. ('()II/. fmm
ro

f>Cl?,e
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Prformance, the members
Jl thi group did function, out~tanding1y, in leadership roles
.:n on-c,rn1pus and off-campus
ri1

activities. Another positive feel-I we have here at Prairie_ View. A
ing is that the Honors group esultant fact was improved
helped other college staff mem-1 morale
and
some
healthy,
bers to be aware of the acad- changes in attitude toi; ·ard stuemically taiented students that dehts.
--- ---------

Skip the sulphur and molasses~
get a CHEVROLET SUPER SPORT
Chevrolet Super Sports* have a charm that
soothes your springtime yen for romantic
adventure as fast as you can slip into a
bucket seat. (Especially the Impala's, with
its adjustable new Comfortilt steering
wheel*.) Front bucket seats are
a great start, but Super Sports
also feature µlush all-vinyl int >riors, special interior--0xtcrior
trim in tasteful touches, and a
veritable feast of goodies we call
performance options•. Chevrolet and Chevy II Super Sports
invite adventure in convertible
or coupe form. That same Super

Sport zing applies to the Corvair :Monza
Spyder, very breezy with its air-cooled 150horscpower rear-mounted engine, and 4speed shift*. Ditto for the new Corvette Sti11g
Ray, a magnificent thoroughbred among
pure-blood sports cars with not
asinglesacrificein comfort. Both
Spyder and Sting Ray come in
coupe or convertible style: / All
'he\'rolei Super Sports are like
spring days-you've got to get
out in them to savor them. So
catch yotirself a passing zephyr
and waft on down to your.
Chevrolet showroom.
*Optional at extra coal.

Epsilon Pi Tau Charter - Dr. William E. Warner, Founder,
Epsilon Pi Tau, Inc., presents the charter for Beta Iota
Chapter to Dr. E. B. Evans. President of Prail'ie View A.
and M. College.

Historic Installation Establishes
International I.E. Honor Society

I

A new chapter in the history words TEXNIKH, PRAGMAT•
of Prairie Vi~w A. and M. Col- EIA, and EXETASIS. TEX•
lege began on Saturday, March NIKH stands for the develop•
2-.l, 1962 when the Beta Iota ment of technical ·kiUs. PRAG•
Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau was l\IATEIA stands for social ef•
formally in talled at Prairie ficiency both among individuals
View A. and M. College. Dr. and the broader relationships of
William E. Warner, founder of industrial education profession
Epsilon Pi Tau, came to Prairie and the whole of society. EX·
View from the fraternity head- ETASIS stands for research. It
quarters in Columbus, Ohio, to is the function of the fraternity
preside over the installation. to publish and circulate reports
This was the first time in the of scholarly cnrleavors.
histcry of the fraternity that a
Charter members of the fra•
chapter oi Epsilon Pi Tau has ternity are as follows: Ambrose
been installed on the campus of Adams. Fort Worth; Ulysses S.
a predominately Negro College. Bell, Dallas; Harold S. Bonner,
Epsilon Pi Tau, lnc., was Dallas; Lonnie M. Bowman,
founded at thP Ohio State Uni- Houston; Larry L. C"ash, Pam•
ven,ity in 1928. The ol'ganiza- pa; Timothy Chandler, Dallas;
tion is an honorary, prestige, JUary A. Clark, Dallas; Herbert
leadership and professional fra- Coleman. Jr., Galveston; Limuel
ternity for persons in tlw indus- D. Cox, Houston; Fred B. Field.,
trial arls and industl'ial-voca- Jr., Hempstead; Walter J. Hall,
tianal
education
profession. Port Arthur; Raymond Hender•
i\Iembership in the fraternity is son, Abilene: Riley N. Hender•
open to undergraduate students son, Wichita Falls; !arion Hen•
in the top 10 per cent of the ry, Prairie View; Lee N. Hol•
junior and senior classes. Alum- !ins, Houston; George 0. Hud•
ni and industrial executives are speth, Beaumont; Eugene G.
elected to membership on th~ Jackson, Prairie View; Be'l'nard
basis of leadership, outstanding Johnson, Pittsburg; Jimmie E.
prof?ssional contributions and' Lewis,
Maysfield;
Clarence
achievement.
Mack, Bryan ; George W. Mor•
The purposes of Epsilon Pi gan, Pampa; Louis M. Morris,
Tau are found in the Greek
See HISTORIC, Page 7

E1>silon Pi Tau President Pere~- Shannon and Swt>etheart
Lura BranC'h

------ -
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Outstanding Programs Scheduled for Fine Arts Week
Fine Arts week at Prairie I tious annual project has brought
ie\\ i~ <:chedu1ed from ~larch Prairie \·iew into a widening
25 through :M arch 30.
circle of institutions and theaThe week's acti\'ities will in- ters that have reserved a place
elude a program by the Manhat- on their program for the works
tan Melodaires on Monday night, of the bard.
March 25, Stephen Novacs, pianThis year the Chari s Gilpin
i t, Tue~ay, the Physical Edu- 1Players are at Shakespeare
cation dance group - Wednes- again, but this time however,
day, Music department pro- with an even more ambitious
grams Thursday The plan - they will do Highlights
Charles Gilpin players - Fri- from the plays of "William
day and a special movie ~ Sat- Shakespeare."
urday.
Of the many reasons why this
* +t -=~
must be regarded as a big forTJIE MAr'HATI'AN l\lELO- ward jump, one stands out DAIRES - A group of seven the sins of omission and commale singers from New York, mission will be more discernis an internationally known or- able to the audience.
ganization - having appeared
At the end of the program,
at the larger universities and someone will cry for a fleeting
Ste-ven J. Jfovacs
concert hal1s across the nation. sight of Romeo and, or Juliet
Among other things this group
either on the balcony or in
js the parent organization of Tombs, and others will look at
the '"Seafarers," released this ,vhat they know and like anc
year and which has sold in spec- because of the brevity of the
CO 'TIN L' l:l) {rom poj!.e Ci
tacular fashion. The group Bisr 1·lcede scene, feel an after dinner hung- IDallas; Samuel L. Owens, Aus
and directed by Eugene
Bass-Baritone.
' er.
tin; Obie Rhodes, Eagle Lake
'" -:+ *
I But the strength of the eve- Kathryn w. Saddler, Fort
'
r
~ing's offerings _lies in t~e wide Worth; Clenton Shannon, Jr ..
STE' EN ,. OVA CS
Sue- range of mate:1al covered and Seguin; Franklin Slaughter, Kil~ess!ully passed entran~e exam- the , pre_ entat10n . of Shake- gore; Hughie c. Smith, Terrell·
1nat10ns at the Franz Liszt Roy- peare s diverse gem us.
Grady Spencer Terrell· T c
al Academy of Musi~ in BudaMr. Bond is becoming an old Thomas, Fort 'worth; To~m!<
J,est at the age of five. He has hand at Shakespeare produc- IL Walton Houston. Joe War
never let a day go by since with- tions. This year will see a rela- n~r Jr 'crockett. ' Archie A
out studying. ~urin~ . his 14 tively new cast, and there . is, Webber,'' Madi onviile; Franklin
years of academic trammg, Ko- for the theater goer, nothmg D Wesley Houston. John Wil
vacs has taken up with out- quite as exciting as seeing the ki~son Ev~rgreen L~uisiana
standing results every available newly bitten take their initial
' .
'
·
subject in his reach, such as place before the spoilight. AudiThe officers of th e Beta Iot::theory, harmony, Solfege, choir ences get involved not only Chapter for the 1962-63 schoo'
singing, liturgical music and , with the play but with the play- year arc as follows; Clentoy
many others.
' ers. The evening with Shakes- Shannon, president; Bernar<
-:-:- .;+ -:.;.
I pear·e \\·ill be memorable - be- John on. vice.president; Frank
CHARLES GILPL." PLAY- !cause it has all the merits of be- Jin Slaughter, secretary; Larr~
ERS - (By T. A. Talbot) For ing an entertaining one.
Cash, assistant se'.!retary; Clar
the last four years, Mr. Horace
- -- - - -- ence Mack,
treasurer;
an<
Bond has, been directing the DEFil\'lTJO 1
YT,.~b;o ' r•
"'-'~'- - - ~
Charles Gilpin Players in a l A brat is a child who acts like trusteec; for the societv are Di
Shakespearean play for its your o,vn but belongs to a A. I. Thomas, Dr. S. R. Collins
Spring production. This ambi- neighbor.
and Dr. T. W. MiTier.

Historic

The Manhattan )lelodaires
Group Scheduled to Appear Monday Night

A Cappel/a Choir Begins State Tour
Prairie View A. and M. ColJege's A Cappella choir will present concerts in twelve Texas
towns and cities during a tour
covering the dates March 25
through April 2.
The Prairie View music department group, under the clir•
ection of voice professor Dr. H.
Edi on Anderson, will begin
their series of concerts with
their first appearance on cam•
.pus on March 24, in connection
with Fine Arts Week at the
college. They will appear on television in Bryan on March 25,
and in concerts at Washington
High School, Ennis and, Burnett-Terrell, on March 26; DougJass-Sherman and Terrell HighDenison,' March 27; Wa hing
ton-Bonham, March 28: Wood
son-Abilene, March 29; Eben
ezer Baptist Church, Austin
March 30;
Aycock-Rockdale
April 1 and Villita Assembly
Auditorium, San Antonio, April

Kathryn Clemmons (Cuero),
Carol Gladney (Shiner), Bettye
Johnson (Hempstead), Lini McNeil (Ennis), Rivera Powell
(Ennis), Dorothy Wedgeworth
(Mexia), First Altos are Jaequelyn Austin (Houston), Christie Bell (Baytown), Mary Hines
(Cold Springs), Edith Jones
(Overton), Shirley Stevenson
(Bryan), Myrtle Ramsey (Houston), Second altos are Sidney
Palmer (Tyler), Anita Patterson (Orange), Bobbie Smith
(Jacksonville), Lauressa Wrenn
(Galveston), Velma
Stephen
(Palestine), Patricia Blanton
(Laneville), First tenors are
Robert Dixon
Nolan

Dixon (Rosebud), Alfred Earle
(Jacksonville), William Warr·
(Navasota). S~ond tenors a1
George Alexander (Orange)
Roy Harris (Bay City), Richan
Maxey (St. Augustine), Lero~
Miller (Austin), Norman Mille,
(Austin),
Thornton
Lamply
(Houston), Edgar Sharp (Brenham); Baritones are James Mc
Neil (Ennis), William Johnstor
(Seguin); Rufus O'Neal (Hen
derson), Willis Callihan (Sa1
Marcos), William Rowe (Aus
tin). Basses ate Milton Jacksor
(Baytown),
Thomas
Jones
(Austin), James Washingto
(Austin), and Melvin C. Stew
art (Texarkana).

Physical Education Dance G1·oup - The fui'I group diret'te :
by :Miss Anne Jone will present a dance pl'ogram ;.\la rcl·
27.

student delegates to the c ,n 1.-1 ~
tion.
The ociety's national •J.:' fi -rCONTINUED from page l
are:
Dr. Thomas F. Fr e :..., -ir,
nclude Dr. George W. Gore J1
,resident of Florida A. and ~i Texas Southern, preside:.,': Dr
Jniversity and an organizer c Ronald Fleming, Tuskegee lr , ~1he national society in 1937; Di tute, vice president; Dr. G r_.
Valter N. Ridley, President Secretary-Treasurer; and '\lr--.
~lizabeth ( N. C.) State Teacher: Kathrene Mills, West :ir ,,.:rm
~ollege; Miss Yvonne McConic0 State College, assistant >resident of Alpha Pi Mu am tary.

AKM Meet

2.
The choir, consisting of 38 l
college students, has been des- t
cribed as one of the best trained touring organizations. For
the past four years they have
made tours covering the major
cities of the nation.
The group appeared in twenty-one off-campus performances
during the current school year.
Personnel of tlw choir in~ludes Miss Marjorie •. Gay, accompanist, (Pittsbm·gh), and the
iollmving v0ca1is1s: first sopTanos Etta Anderson (Bartllet),
Emma Elmore (Cold Spring-s),
Dolores Ervin (Gilmore), Lillian Ho<lge ( C<'rous Christi),
Evelyn Mays (Round Rock),
Joan N zy (Beaumont), Ruby
Webb ( ·avasota), Clara CaldweH -(-Mhen. }, • Serond· ~ran(')!! •
are Clara Caldwell (Athens),

The A Cappella Concert Choir

-=-~
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Interdepartmental Seminar
Held in the Social Sciences
On W ~nesday evening of la-.t Thomas Houston, senior in econ,k a small group of students, omics; D ldrig Hunter, in political .cicnce; Richard Lock tt,
organized in January under the
fn>. hmat! in sociology; Joan
timulu: and leadership of sev- Mile., sophomore in sociology;
eral mLmhers of the faculty into Eddie Williams. sophomore in
1he Interdepartmental Seminar economic. ; Nancy
Williams,
in the Soci I Sciences, held it's sophomore in sociology. It is not
~hird ~ting of the year. The surprising that six of the eight
seen of th Seminar wa: the stud nts in the &>minar have
:resid •nee of Dr. and Mrs. George earn d plac s on the current
R. Ragland.
Honor Roll of the College, and
The Seminar is purely and the two remaining students had
simply a cooperative faculty- grade point averages for the
stud nt effort designed to do two Fir t Semester's work of 2.5 and
things: (1) broaden and deepen 2.6.
the students' knowledge of sigThe Sc>minar meets bimonthnificant subject matter in the Jy, rotating its meetings among
.ocial sciences; and (2) chal• the residences of the Heads of
lenge the imagination of the stu- the Departments of History,
dents in order to sharpen their Political Science, Economics and
sensitivity to and appreciation Sociology. The procedure in the
of
intellectual
achievement. Seminar sessions is conventionWith purposes such as these it al. Papers on academic topics
is clear that this unique, inform- are prepared by students and
al and hard-working group of teachers in the Seminar. The
teachers and students arc in- papers are read in the sessions
valved in the most important and discussed by all the mcmkind of activity that can claim bers of the group.
the time and energies of teachAn example of the kind of
ers and students at institutions extra-class academic activity inof higher learning.
volved in this voluntary underThe credit for conceiving the taking can be gleaned from the
project and persisting in its in- papers presented in the sessions
iation goes to two young teach- of the Seminar to date. In the
ers: Mr. Jacob H. Carruthers first session, dealing with the
and Mrs. Corrie Spencer of the general topic "The Social ScienDepartmen ts of Political Science tist Looks at Social Phenoand
Sociology
respectively. mena", the following papers
These two instructors were join- were especially prepared and
ed immediately in the undertak- pre!\E?nted: Mr. James Hefner,
ing by two equally young teach- "The Role of Theory in Social
ers: Mr. JamE:S Hefner and Miss Research;" Mrs. Corrie Spencer,
Barbara Clay of the Depart- ''Methodology in Social Rements of Economics and History search"; Miss Barbara Clay,
respectively. The faculty per- "How to Prepare a Seminar
sons then proceded to select with Paper." In subsequent sessions,
greet ..r,;ar~ a.
~tiw-1Lrw.IJlbef,v9,; thp
followinP'
have been
P
pc~ya,
cu Cil.fh.. paoers
J.,t- '-~•u. u..
...,u...,.
each of the social science de- Jacob Carruthers, "The Social
partments. The two primary cri- Scienti!;t as a Producer and Disteri~ _used in selecting student tributor of Ideas" (a synthesis
part1c1pants were the genuine of which is printed elsewhere in
a:id unusual intellectual curio- this issue); and Messrs. Eddie
Sl~Y. of the students and the \lVilliams and Thomas Houston,
1
v.-,lhngness of these students to "The Common Market: An
work hard, without the promise Economic Analysis."
of academic credit, in the supThe ne. -t meeting of the Semport of :he intellectual aims of inar on April H will involve the
the Semmar. The current active presentation and discussion of
tuden~ p~rti~ipant_s. are: James a paper dealing with other asClay, Junior m political science; pects of the Common Market
Ella P. Harris, junior in history; and its contemporary problems.
't

I

College Unions Fill Special Needs

...

Soeial Science eminar - Pictured during the initial meeting of the Social Science Seminar
are (1 to r) Richard Lockett, Eddie Williams, Ella Harris, Deldridge Hunter, Joan Miles,
Robert Jackson, Mrs. Carrie Spencer and James Hefner.

The Social Scientest as Producer
And Distributor of Ideas
Ry Jacob H. Carruthers
THE PROBLEM

This article is basically concerned with the individuals who
study human relationships. The
directions indicated should bear
on questions that confront every
serious social scientist at one
time or the other. What is the
role of social science? What is
the effect of social science?
More specifically, the social
scientist who publishes asks.
"what should social scientists in
my particular field study?"
"How is my field related to the
other social sciences?" These
questions are usually answered
hy f.!:itif'i7inv thP w:orks of.some
01 u,e groups m tile particular
field and then suggesting a more
appropriate role for their colleages.
C. Wright 1\lills suggested
that the role of the sociologist
(and other social scientists)
should be to concern themselves
with the basic public problems
and private troubles facing the
social systems and individuals
today. He suggested that social
scientists, morally and professionally dedicated to such an
undertaking, should be as free
as possible from direction by institutional officials and other
pr ssures. His hope seems to indicate that social scientists
should solve problems that are
relevant to society in the most
crucial, structural and policy
areas in the hope of general intellectual rebirth.
Easton and Parsons, on the
other hand, feel that social
scientists should be concerned
with the problems of workinr
out generalized conceptions that
explain social process
toward
the end that they may be useful
in the systematic observation of
human behavior at the highest
scientific level.
Among ome political scientist , there is concern with the
operation of American institutions and current political problems and their defect . They
have, from time to time, produc-

One of th faste t growing in- played such a large part in
~titutions on America's college training students for public life
and university campuses i the that they have been called "the
college union. Th e centers of cradle of the British parliacollege community life now ment."
number more than 600, with anThe first building erected for
other 200 in the planning or union purposes in this country
• construction stages, according opened in 1896 at the University
to a report ju t issued by the of Pennsylvania as a "place
A-;socia tion of College Unions. where all may meet on common
The financing of unions has ground,'' but were typically for
n unique in th educational men only. Beginning in the
·orld, the A.}. sociation reports,
:n that the buildings, with few
exceptions. are constructed and
operated without cost to taxpayers. Funds have principally
c~me from gifts_ and borrowing,
'1th loans repaid from student
Graduate ~lembers
rnember.-hip f<.'eS and building
Mrs. Ladelle Armstead Busiearnings.
ness Education
'
The federal loan program for
Dr. Flo, sic Byrd, Home Econeducational facilities alone has omics
ccounted for almost 300 new or
Mrs. Hertha! Cro s, Coun- 1920's unions evolved as general
centers to meet the out-of-clasi,
,.xpanded union
,ince 1956. sel!ng Center
ne ds of all tudents and facul
There ha never been a default
Mrs. Prince McCann
on such loans.
Dr. Ronald J. Rousseve, Coun- ty, and in recent years show 1;1
marked trend to include music
The Memorial Center at seling Center
rooms,
theaters,
browsinr
Prairie View A&l\1 College is
Dr. Elijah Miles, Political
rooms, art facilities, and craf•
one of the most recent unions to Science
construct ,d in this area. It
l\Ir. Theodore Tolbat, English shops. Today's unions, according to the Association, combine
was financed largely through
nder~raduate Members
cultural, social, dining, and reciunds from . the State of Texas.
Mrs. Rosalie Bryant, English reational facilities in a cente1
, The earliest col_lege u~i~ns
M!ss Lula Hinton, Biology
and a program with the purpose
o-e .tud nt debating soc1et1cs
M1 s Rose Marcee, Mathematof
fulfilling the needs of living
in Engli. h universities, the first ics
along with learning, and prepar•
ing founded at Cambridge in
Mr, Joe Warner, Industrial ing students for citizenship re1 15. There th unions have Education
ponsibilities and leader. hip.

Roster of PV Alpha

Pi Mu Members

I

cd studies that, advb,e policymakers to make changes in institutions and issue orientation.
Other sources that give U!'
clues about the role of the social
sciences are: general treaties
published under the auspices of
national professional associations and textbooks for botr
~eneral social · science course!'
1nd specialized courses in thr
respective disciplines. Scattered
throughout many of the abovementioned works, as well al'
some monographs, we find refrence to the role of the socia 1
sciences as training grounds for
oublic services. Many referencef
are made concerning the socia'
-.'t\..l\,.,ULli;U,

tl.>J

a.G-....,i.oQ~

t.o

policy

makers.
These studies then suggest
that the work of the socia'
-.dentist, at least in the eyes o'
ocial scientists, involves four
rather broad concerns. They arc
(1) preoccupation with teach
ing: ( 2) preoccupation witl"
11olicy-making; ( 3) prroccupa
tion with criticism of the exist
·ng social system; and ( 4) pre
1ecupation with scientific stud,
1f human behavior. While thcs~
areas overlap to a considerab](
'.:!>..'tent, yet they merit separatr
identity. Studies dealing witJ, hese matters have many meritr
however few of them focus or
the particular concern in thir
discussion. Specifically, they c1,
not answer the basic question o'
the interaction between socia'
. cientists and the social systcir
except by vague explanation.
Another type of investigatior
lias been quite helpful in the de
velopment of a systematic ap
proach to the analysis of socia'
insUtution . Such analysis L ar
important source of the soci?
ideas and theories that prevokr
social action. Some writers havr
heen interested in the relatiom
hetween social thought and th,
other social variables. Certair
broad generalizations can Ix
made from these studies that
have been of value to me in my
~ffort to refine the basic re~earch problem in thi. area :
I. The pattern in whicr
knowledge or idea systems haw
•lrogressed approximat~ thr
'.lattern of economic institutiona'
rtevelopment, ( i.e., from all-pur
pose autonomous unit. , to ;;
highly spe ialized and technolo
gical complex).
om pare th<
medieval scholar who studier'
verything, from natural science
·hrough politics to philosophy
with today'. specialist in the so
;iology of medicine.
II. There is an interd<.'pendenc,
of ideas and other social vari
abl i.. According to the ?\Jann

heim for instance, conservath•e
groups create and maintain a
static view of the world, whereas progressive groups adopt dynamic vie'"\'S.
m. Idea systems in , ociety
are functionally independent
constituents of society and are
!reatly influenced by other
functional constituents such as
,~onornic and political structures.
These generalizations which
~tand the test of adequate
' heory supported by empirical
ia ta, lead us to the conclusion
hat the role of the social
,;cientist as a producer of ideas
·s indeed culturally determined.
There remains the further quesion of the extent to which thesocial scientist's role as .J. genera tor of social ideas is l'0ntrolled
~r determined by the nature of
the social system of which he is
a part.
Let us assume. at thi:> outset,
that the role of the soci,11 scientist is determined by h,·, social
setting. His behavior is largely
1 function of the demands plac~d upon him or not placed upon
'1im the various institutions that
,;revadc> his milieu. Pro<:eeding
from this theoretical framework, let us analyze th,_ structure of this particular role of
the social scientist. By describing the ocial scientist ~tyle as
3 teacher, the content of his
lectures, te tbooks, and biblio.,,raphy, we may see the reflection of the geneml education system and ev n the
!)Olitical-social system in which
he works. This will enable us to
compare his product as a. teacher in a variety of institutional
1.ncl social settings temporarily
and spatially. The amount of in dividual permis'-iveness in a so.
ciety may be reflected in the
'eaching. An example of this
may be found in the ~-nerican
educational . yst m. The elementary school teacher, in one insti tutional setting, has to adh re
rigidly to a prescribed t aching
schedule, dictated by a teacher'
manual and guide. Th~ same
·oncepts. approaches, and meth1ds will be used by all teachers
1f a gi\'en grade level in a particular system. The college
teacher, on the other hand has
wide latitude in his conce~tual
approach and methodologv. It i
clear then that the effe..:ts of ~
system's encouragemPnt, discourag m nt or toleranc,-. of the
various rol!!s will prescribe be~avior. Th social scientist who
1 encouraged, may make a svs•em more rational and . tabl
Alienated, hE' may work towai~i
Sci· SOC//\/. SC/Ii,

n:r,

f}H,(1'
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~ ROTC Cadet Brigade to Have

Annual General Inspection
The big ROTC event of the I arrive on campus at approxi- t
year at Prairie View is now , mately 8 :00 a.m., Thursday
scheduled for Thursday, April morning. ROTC Brigade Com4, 1963. Headquarters Fourth mander, Cadet Colonel William
United States Army has an- M. Batts, III and his Battalion
nounced its inspection team for and Company Commanders are
conduct of the Annual Formal busily intensifying training on
and General In pection of the drill day to "sharpen up" each
college's Military Science De- cadet in the Brigade. The nearpartment and Cadet ROTC Bri- est schools in this area with
gade will arrive here on April I which our Brigade is likely to
4th. As cadets' personal appear- be compared are Rice Univer- 1
ances, drill band performances sity, Sam Houston State Teachand ROTC classroom training ' ers College, Trinity University,
activities are rated and com- Arlington State College, and the ROTC - Cadet William Bat
pared with that of other senior · University of Houston.
congratulates Cadet Le1~orris
division ROTC institutions in
With proper effort being
wood E . Johnson, Burto!_.
To Speak at President's Dinner the Fourth Army area, our made by each of our Prairie
Texas for being select"'
for Honor Students
cadets are busily engaged in View Cadets, Army Instructor
ROTC Cadet of the Montl:.
putting finishing touches on Unit Staff members and ROTC
their skills and knowledge of Brigade officers believe it is
military subjects.
possible for this college to exLast year, ou r unit received cell O\'er all of the institutions
Sophomore Army ROTC Cad•
ratings of ou tstanding in sever- named above. The "i'n ranks" et Lenwood E. Johnson, a 20al categories of activity rated by individual
cadet
inspection year old student from Burton.
1the inspectors. This year the in- phase should be concluded by
. .
.
Attorney Hobart Taylor, Jr., . The Houston-Pra~ne View Re- spection team vvill be headed by 3 :30 p.m. on April 4th, with the Texas, earned the title of "Cadet
executive vice-chairman of the gion, Texas Nursing Shld ents Colonel L. T. Ayres, Jr. His oth- pass-in-review parade starting of t~e. Mon th . 0 r ~ebruar ~:
President's Committee on Equal ~ sociation held a mock conven- er team members will be Major shortly afterwards. All members 1963 : m competition w 1th 0th ~:
Employment
Opportunity, twn at th e Tow~rs Hotel .. on , G. B. Jared, Major T. H. Fletch- of the college campus commun- ca nd idat~ from th e col~ege_~
Washington, D. C., wiU serve as March ~- Thf' affair was a re- er, Captain C. L. Morrison-;- and ity are invited out to watch the ' ROTC Brigade. Cadet Jo~~s~n 1
keynote speaker for the 10th an- h ar::-al' for th e state conven- Captain S. H. F isher. They will review ceremony.
a member of_ Company B
f
nual Business Clinic scheduled tion scheduled for May in Hou_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
the
approx1matcly
700-man
ton.
·
Cadet Brigade. His selection
at the college on April 8.
Mr. Taylor, who will speak on
Regional office! were electfrom a group of sev~n canrliho"'
_
dates as the out. tandmg cadet
the conference theme - '"Busi cd '. a stvle
.,
.-. of un1·forms and
ness and Government," is a a panel discussion on nursing
The Prairie View Chapter of the president ot the Alpha Pi Mu was in recognition of hi ex"m •
graduate of Prairie View and programs in the area were on Alpha Kappa Mu will give Cer- Chapter and the President of plary military bearing and poi,; •
formerly served as legal advisor · the program.
tificates of Achievement to each Prairie View A. and M. College, and his demonstr_atio~ _of a go Jd
to Governor G. Mennen William I - - -- student who earned a place on Or. E. B. Evans.
~owledl!'e of basic m1htary sub of Michigan.
I son, Shreveport, La.; J. Henry the Honor Roll for the First In the past, these certificates 1ects and a~ awarc~css of. cu r . l feature of t h e cli me
· . sm1t
· h , H ouston,• R o ber t z·1m- ' semester. Th e is
· uance of the e have been i sued to students on j rent domestic
and. mternat1on
l
A specia
,
.•
is the selection of the outstand- merman Houston Henry A. certificates has become a tradinews c,cnts. Special honors a nd
.
.
. .
. ' Henry Schu- tional part of the program of the .Honor
mg
busmessmen.
Certificates
Carr Jr.,' Austm;
, Roll
. at the Annual_, recogn 1·t1·0 n are to be__gi\cn
. . .t~
will alc;o be awarded by the Tex- macher, Houston; C. R. Robin- Alpha Pi Mu as it seeks to en- Pre tdent s Dmner for Hono1 Ctdet Johnson for his ach1e •
a::- Negro Chamber of Com- son, Temple; A. L. Cox, Hunts- courage, stimulate and commend Students, where they have serv- m nt.
merce.
, ville; Edward L. Reed, Dallas; academic achievement.
ed as place-cards for the guests. 1 Cadet Staff Sergeant J~hn: n
. Other program participants T. E. Mayes, Austin; Wendell
The certificates contain a !hi~..!.~.:'~- ~e .. ~r!!!JSMe~::. 'XH! ~~-!-.. lJ_~;- ~r:_~_du~t_E;_ of __P':_c~a rd
include_ Reverend C. A. HaYnes, Baker, :c,..,.,..~-._, :u--. i. n~ .... ~, -ed
- --0t 0-- ·e-a'c-h- -;ecipien~by- n·;m-;; mediately following the Presi- 1 where he was a m~mbcr u~ thP
Huntsville: Dr. E. B. Evan::-, M. Port Arthur; and L. H. Spivey,
d t' D'
on April 3
school hand and its • at1on l
J. Anderson, Austin; J . H. Wil- Houston.
and they bare the signature of ~ ~ e r_
.
.
Honor
Society
organizatic n.
---\\.h'I · h" h ~chool he rccciv
pure form not motivated by a relationship_ between their val- tivities, express hostility ~O\tard a i;hmmi rv - Award, Sta

Attorn~y Taylor
Will Keynote Houston -PY Nurses
Business Clinic Plan for State Meet

Cadet of the Month
!

Alpha p•I Mu fo G•1ve Cert•t•
I 1cafes

I

Social Scientist
CONTINUED

from page 8

it destruction. Left alone. hemay speculate and i1westigate
on his own cur iosities and eithe r
drown in insignificance or acci dentally h it upon a maj or iclea
that will be extremely useful in
the present or future.
The const r uction of a model
is not o d ifficu lt as one might
imagine ( See Parsons, Theory
of So<'ial Action; Easton, The
Poli tical S~·sfom; and Almond,
Readings in Political Behav ior)
In the first place. the problem
is simplified by the fact that
social scientists are not merely
individuals. They are moreover,
Tll€mbers of faculties, research
teams, large profes ional organizations, both national and international,
participating in
meetings where ideas are exchanged. Additionally the-y read
the same literature and constantly evaluate themselves a nd
their colleagues. Viewed within
these institutional communication channels, with their socializing consequences, we may analize in terms of classes rather
than individuals.
Let us now turn to the structure of the roles complex which
I will u~ to analyze the data.
In order to project the study, I
need to examine the socialscientific product in several institutional and social settings.
Therefore, I will first assume
that the role of the social scientist is divided into four major
categories. Secondly, these subroles can be paired four ways.
When these roles are placed in a
rectangle which is divided into
four sections, the following
order appears. 'I\vo categories
are teaching and pure scientist.
The·e are a a-policy roles (in

I

If

desire to change policy), an- ues and their work .
1~;ecii~~se:~d s);!~~:~;n/~~~~ Achievement . AwardA a nddStH11 _e
other pair represent the policy I While this paper does not pro1D ·
and 8 onors
war
1
·oles (p"lic,•-maker-adviser anf .,;de an empi·r1·cal method for serious alterations.
, airy
.
. · .
"
J
•
fa~orite subJccts were 111 t 1~
~ritic-re\'olutionist)
both
of I determining the effect of the soTHE IETHOD
field of sciences and he is cur which are designed to influence I fal science product on society
In this section, I will de cribe rently a physics major at Pra irpolicy, either positively or neg- 'lnd its subsequent impact on the in a limited manner the data ie View. On campu he partid atively. Yet another pairi 1w· , ocial scientist's role, it. does which is needed to fulfil lthe pates as a member of the YMCA
nombine the teaching role with solve part of the problem involv- promise of the conceptual frame. and the local college P h ysi '
olicv - maker - adviser
roles I f'd in such a resear ch, ie: the
The hypothesis dictates that Club.
which are classified as supoor- input-output proces . It may be we isolate and observe the preRunner-up candida te fo1· t' e
tive roles, i.e., not designed to well at this point to define some occupations of social scientists "Cade t of the Month" desigr. :.aid the system, although both of the terms used above.
and relate hem to various struc- tion was Cadet Jicrbe1 t Whi- •.
may. More often, they tend to
I. Social scientists: Individu- tural \'ariables at institutional , Jr., a graduate of Jame Ma . 1undermine the s~•stem or cause als classified by professional as- or society-wide levels. In so_lv- son High School in Dallas, T ·-:erious adjustments when their ::-ociations or universities as an- ing these problems, I subscribe 1:1.s.
;deas bec(Jm: popular.
thropologists, economists, his- to the wisdom of C. Wright Mills - - - - - For cr.mplete conceptualiza- torians, human ecologists, social - never search for the solution records. Th second step is to c tion, we need to view this_ tvTX' I 1_sychologists, _ po~itical scien- , of a problem that can be solved I serve their work. We will exa:-:-i•
analysis in terms of an mput- tists; and soc10logists, and per- through reason and never do inc them individually.
'lUtput-fcedback
mechanism I ,;ons recognized by them as such. field observation when a trip to
(1) The teacher: The bt.,
Various institutions in the set- I II. A policy-oriented -role: the library will answer the prob- wav to observe this output is ro
ting place demands intn the s~p- 1Those activities not directly de- lem.
.
_
. . sit· in on the cla ses - a ~a-:k
arate role sectors and the social I signed to result in the formulaI would hke to suggest testmg that is too vast to even consider.
scientist or scientists feeds tion or influence of policy at any the typothesis in these type sit- · A more practical way, while n-:>t
(feed) back the appropri.ate pro- institutional level.
uations: (1) Medieval Roman nearly as r liable, ii. to examii e
nuct. Therefore, if the economic
III. Policy role: Those activi- I Catholic religious-political cul- the textbooks used. I prefer tl'.i~
,nd political institutions de- I ties primarily concerned with I ture; (2) contemporary Unit- method.
n:iand_ ad,ice from sc:icial scien- the_influencing of _policy, either ed ~tatcs: (3) cont~mporary
(2) Policy-maker-adviser da ta
tists m the formulation of pol- positively or negatively.
Russia; ( 4) an American col- is difficult to get because the
icy, we should be expected to see
IV. Supportive role: Activit- 1lege. These have been selected sources of policy-formulatiun
many social cientists as advis- 1ies that the system req uires on for comparison. The first, com- arc not usually identified, except
•rs, c-onsultants and researchers a continual basis.
pared with eit her 2 or 3, ,,vm with the politician who anin places like Gen ral Motors or
V. Non-supportive role: Ac- show time variations in role be- nou nces or recommends it. The
the State Department. To pres tivities that are either irrele- ha\'ior. Th second and third will work of the social scientist on
the_ point, if a system is fotali- 1vant or hostile to the systen:i. i show differences in dissimilar . the payroll is usually behii:
tanan, we hould expect to see
VI. Teacher: A person hired contemporary
systems.
The . the scenes and prohibited from
litt_le ~videnc of the critic-re':o- to teach either in a formal in- fourth will show_ utility o~ t~e public review. Then often h b
lu~10n~st role_ ~1:1ong the social ~titution or ~s a tut_or. In some sch~me at a relatively low mst1- poli tical position may not pe~c1entl~ts ( crit1c1~~ ~vould mo~e mstances, this may mclude peo- tut1onal level.
mit him to an wer quc tions f ,r
·han hkely be given ~s conf1- I ple trained primarily to teach,
The necessary data fall into fear of exposing the politiciat~·.
clential advice to the policy-mak- but who take other positions.
two broad categories:
that Even if he did respond, w ha· ·e
er). As a las_t exa~pl~, ~e would
VII. Pure scientist: Indivi~- which indicates the preoccupa- no way to check his vcracit , .
expect a social c1entist m a c?l- uals who attempt systemzi.wc tion of the social scientist; and, An indirect way to get a t thi,
ege system that insisted on m- study dictated by their scientific that which describes the relev- data i to observe his position :n
iependent re~earch as a r<>Qui re- curiosity.
ent social, economic and politi- the councils of state and c01-:1ment for continued emplo~ent,
VIII.
Policy-maker-adviser: cal institutions. .
, pare policy during his tenu1 e,
to devote a great deal of time to Persons employed or used by
Data upportmg the role ~- in his specialty area, wi•h h :,
pure science.
economic, social and political or- tors c~n best be gotte_n by fir. t independent work, if any exis ,.
This research is designed di- ganizations as administrators, observ_mg_ t_he occupational stat(3) Pure scientists a, 1d criticrect our attention to the behav- policy advisers or consultants.
us of md1\'lduals who are class- revolutionist can be observ ct
ior of social scientist which perIX. Critic-re,·olutionist: Per- ified as social scientists, ie:
haps will help u. understand the son~, who in their works and ac- 1from the examination of official Sec SOCIAL SCIENTIST. page I
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Nurses' Notes
Elmira Toines

I

pr<'sen1ed in hopes of recruiting
nurses for that hospital. StuThe Division of Nursing Ed- dents also received some iniorucation presented a :-hart pro- mation pertaining to the many
ram in
unday School on co-educational colleges and uniMarch 10, 196::l. Students ap- \'Crsities, and of the Joint Unipearing on the program were versity Libraries and cultural inMisses Velvia Taylor, Betty terests that Nashville has to
Coleman, Patricia Donley and offer.
Elmira Toines.
Fifteen
nursing
students'
The senior nursing students names appeared on the Honor
are very proud of the gifts they Roll for the first semester of the
received from United Steel In- school year 1962-63. Those per- !
dustries. The gifts were pre- sons are: FRESHMAN: Elneita
sented by Mr. Richard E. Smith Smothers, Magna Cum Laude.
of International Homes, Hutch- SOPHOMORES: Deborah Cook
inson, Kansas.
and Lizzie Williams, Magna
· Miss D. M. Colely, Assistant I Cum Laude; Charles E. ChapDirector of Nursing and Direc- pie,
Lawrencetta
Hammons,
tor of Inservice Education of Mardell H~nter, Enyce Jones,
The G. \\'. Hubbard Hospital, and Deloris Metcalf~,. Cum
Meharry Medic.al College, Nash- Laude. SENIORS: Patricia D?n·ille Tennessee, visited \Vith the ley, Odetta Gre!:'n, Lorrame
~i~r nursing students earlier Holmes, Je sie Jacobs and Elthis week.
mira
Toines, Magna . Cum
Opportunities offered at the Laude; ~d Mary McGlothm and
bove mentioned • hospital were Ruby Oliver, Cum Laude.

I

I

ts to 34

Gulf Oil Awards

Pitt~~t~.Col~~~lil~

n,

those wb;ch ""' pci-

S.

Officers of the Texas Asso d ation of New Homemakers of ;An:ieric:i are
shown getting the 01 ganizatlon. car filled w lth gas in order to_ get t he A~~ociahon on thP.
road, the attractive high school leaders include Celit ·Joyce Smith (Hallsvllle), Manon McGregor ( mithdlle), Ella V . Newsons (Jack sonville), Joyce J. Hubbard (Angleton) , and
Patricia Ann Powell (Lufkin).

EA.qu.111:E•._

-F-ore-ig-n-Stud-en-ts-

Oil Corporation will give more va
operated and controlled
than $17,000 to 34 independent an
ieh obtain a major porN~aro colleges and universities tio
·f •th eir fina n cial ·support
J~ted in 13 states as part of fro
on~tax sources. The fu nd s
the company's comprehensive are fstributed annually in acAid to Education program. The corcfance wi th a formula de ign$17,271 total is more than ed ! 0 promote a ?alanced edudouble the amount given the~ cational program 1~ each scho~l
.
.
and to encourage mcreased fiyear
Previous
· .
nancial support by its alumni.
Gulf M~ketmg_ Department . 3 000 To Bishop College
representatives simultaneously
'
________
~ill present the grants to presients of the 34 institutions on
oc1al c1ent1st
February 20.
CONTINUED (rom page 9

S .

~ 'HA Com·ention -

.

Sponsored in I
History Dept. Show

C L u Bus
&
c·•A.-,M p
F~S HI ON 9
~

The department of History ir•
cooperation with the music clut
and the Student Union Forum
Debate and Lecture Committer '
recently presented
"Eveningand the Cultural Common Market," a program compri ing rep·
resentatives of foreign nations
who attend Texas A. and M
College.
Renditions included a flute
solo by a g~aduat~ ~tude_nt from

·•
t ant 1·tem of co
I thing to a young
Often I •h',nk
the
single
most
impor.
l
t
man on campus is his i-aincoat. College men have take~ t~e ramcoa
out of the strictly foul-weather catE;gory.and turned_1t m~ an all•
weather fashion. Today's young man uses his versatile raincoat as
an all-atound, all-purpose coat. If•you're in the market for a new
raincoat this Spring, you've got a lot to choose ;fi·om.

l

The direct grant . awarded to
Co~tent-re~ding ··ca~T~i~;l E~gin';eri;g"~d ;"n:~r;.~
o·
~
the 34 universities, are given by help us to classify these works. dance and a native song was TH
.
.
·" is
~..,.. ,
Gulf in an effort to improve thei The second class of data can done by two students from th all one-s1ded this season. The word for
t!Conomic well-being of private- 1 be gathered largely through the Philippines who arc majoring this year's raincoat lengths is _brevity~~, ),
ly operated colleges and univer- many · excellent studies made of in Poultry Science. "Jose and they mea~ure lj:nee length ~-t their longest,
sities and to assist them in the the institutions that concern us. His Hot Peppers," a Latin Am- several rnches shorter m the n_e west
preservation of their independ- The biggest problem here is the erican group composed of four. models. At theihoulders, most areJagl.an
Ence_ ~nd operation. Institutions I one concerning the selection of sang and played "cha-cha-cha" styled (the sle.ev~ extends t? the ~~klme
Teee1vmg the awards are:
variables that are relevant to merenque, poporri, and zamba and has a slanting seamlme ~ the
· Alabama Oakwood Col- the role-structure of the social rhythms.
underarm to the neck in front and back).
lege, Huntsville; Stillman Col- scientist. I shall use those that
Other renditions included a Set-in sleeves are :ilso on the scene, and
lege, Tuscaloosa; Talladega Col- indicate control in the social, representative from India who , fly-front button closures are the rule.
lege, Talladega; Tuskegee Insti- economic, and political institu- gave a native dance plus a na- Most Spring raincoats are.fitted withhigh•
tue, Tuskegee Institute;
tions. This is a fair indication of tive song.
Another student bal collars (military high-riser style) and
Arkansas - Philander Smith the extent to which the role is from Pakistan sang native song!' nave slash pock.ej;~. In some areas of the
Colleg~, Little Rock
I restricted and, as fa• as I can by accompanying herseU on a country, notably the Ea~t and West
Florida - Bethune-Cookma~ tell, ""'ill allow me to suggest the portable organ. To comple~e the coasts, the continental influence i~ showCollege, Daytona Beach; Flori- needed answers. It is assumed, program, two small children ing in raincoats with all-around -0r half
tla Normal & Industri~l Memor- for instance, that in systems from Pakistan recited poetry in belts.
1
ial College, St. Augustme.
where there is a high incidence English.
Georgia Faine College, of hierarchy, there will be a
- -- -·Augusta
merger (or elimination) of the
VI. Political-economic-variable
Louisiana - Dillard Univer- pure scientist's role and the
1. high degree of hierarchy, raimrear this Spl'ing will be seen either
sity, New Orleans; Xavier Uni- 1 critic role with the policycentralization and national- in very dark or very light shades. Black,
dark olive and dark blue are the colors on
•
versity, New Orleans
, maker-advisor role. Furtherization
the nether end of the rainwear spectrum,
Mississippi
Tougaloo more, there should be a signifi2. moderate
with light natural shades, ofi".:white, and pa1e,olive provldlhg the
Southern Christian College, Tou- 1cant extent of integration be3. low
bright spots. A dressy jet-black is a. smart bet if you've got a few
galoo
tween the policy role and the
VII. Educational variable
North Carolina Barber- educational role. Whereas, in a
1. high degree of supervi- formal occasions coming up. But patterns are on the move in popu•
larity, particularly in muted plaids and checks. They're soft, sub•
Scotia College, Concord; Ben- democratic society, there should
sion of curriculum by
dued patterns in contrast with the stark dark and light solids. In
nett College, Greensboro; John- be integration between the pure
politicians
confrast, linings are brassy and bolcl. Colorful stdpes are the key..
son C. Smith University, Char- scientist's role and the role of
2. moderate
note in the lightweight self-liner 1·~incoats, and big bright plaid is
lotte; Livingstone College, Sal- the teacher. Thus the following
3. Jew
isbuty; St. Augu. tine's College, schedule suggests itself:
4. none
the idea in heaYier, zip-in linings for Winter-wear l'aincoats.
Raleigh; Shaw University, RalI. The name and time-space
VIII. Idea System
eigh
identity of the social setting.
1. totalitarian
THE RAIN IN SPAIN ... or anyplace else, for that matter, soaks
Ohio - Wilberforce UniverII. The teacher role
2. multi-valued positive
thronith just about everything except the fabrics you'll :find in the
.ity, Wilberforce
1. highly integrated with
3. multi-valued negati\·e
newest 1·ninwear. They'J:e predominantly polyester and cotto11
Pennsylvania - Lincoln Unipolitico-educational policy
4. anarchist
blend:-i, all cotton poplin and cotton twill, polyesters and wool com..
versity, Lincoln University
2. Moderately
Multi-value-posith·e system~ l>inations, :md all-wool gabardines. The important thing to you is
· South Carolina - Allen Uni3. loosely
are those that tolerate and ac- that enormous iitrides have oeen made in water repellency and stain
versity,
Columbia;
Benedict
III. Policy role
commodatc the ideology and in- rei;i. tance, making the solid light colors practical and popular.
College, Columbia; Chaflin Col1. high incidence of social I terest demands of a relath·ely
lege, Orangeburg
scientists who advise
large number of groups in th e
Tennessee - Fisk Univ rsity,
2. moderate
J society.
Examples of these arc FADED BLUE DENIM ... is the big color in rain jackets this Spring.
Ideally casual for campus wear, they're zippered up against the
Nashville; Knoxville College,
3. low
the U. S. and Britain.
Knoxville; Lane College, JackIV. Pure scientist
Multi-value-negative has to - ·weather. with plentr of 1·oom at the w~ist and oversized deep slash
. on; LeMoyne College, Memphis
1. high incidence of pure I itarian potential, i.e., the pockets in which to bury your hands. Generally'they're plain-bot•
Texas - Bishop College, Dalspeculation
competing groups arc quite hos- tomed, but some have a parka-type drawshing below the waist.
las; Huston-Tillotson College,
2. moderate
tile and have a low tol~rance fo1 Linings run from light cotto11 blends and laminated plaids bonded
Austin; Jarvis Christian College,
3. low
others' ideologies. An example to the inside of the shell to deep fl~ece and quilts for extra warmth.
Hawkins; Texas College, Tyler;
4. none observable
of this is France or pre-ComWiley College, Marshall
V. Critic-revolutionist
rnunist Russia.
THE HOBO HAT .. .which we ,introdttced in this column a few
Virginia Hampton Insti1. high incidence of hostile
It is hoped that analysis in 1 months ago, has made its mark fa :r.ainwear this Spi·ing. A simple
tute, Hampton; St. Paul's Colcriticism
, depth will answer many quP.· I cone of processed cotton, it reve1·ses to a felt-like material for fair•
leg~, La:,vren~evill~; Virginia
2. moderate
tions that are only incidentally v,,eather wear. It can be turned, pulled, yanked and folded into any
Uruon Umvers1ty, Rtchmond
3. low
relevant to the present discus- shape that suits you. When you change your mind, ehanae your llat,
Schools eligible for direct 1
4. none observable
I sion.
with a few twists of the w1·ist.
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ELONG AND THE SHORT FIT .
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BLACK ANO WHITE CONTRAST-Most
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Over 3000 Attend NHA
S ite Convention
l\Iure th· n 3,000 high school
homf'ma ,ng students and their
advisor, at ended the state meeting of th.,. Texas Association,
New Horr. makers of America

The Mu Alpha Sigma Honorary Society
j

B;r Uelorrs t;n in
m<:mbership. Members must be 11, re at Prairie View. She is also the Prairie View A. and l\I. Col•
The> i lu Alpha Sigma Honor- .:Music majors on the sophomore thC' :\IE • Queen for this year. lcge A Cappt>lla Concert Choir.
Dean of PledgPs Sharon
Secretary
Jimmie Glover
ar_\ Society of thP Prairi, View level \\ith an over-all average of

Student organist
A. & ?.I. College, organized in ·'B." Prior to lhc semester of - A piano major who is now Robert~on
and accompanist of the Prairie
1935-36, givc>s. recognition for their initiation into Mu Alpha engaged in student teaching.
Treasurer - Marjorie Gay - Vie\v College Choir.
achiev<'ment in meritorious per- Sigma, the potential member
Business • Ianager - Sibyl E.
which cl(N,d Saturday at Prair- formance, scholarship, research sh~uld be on the honor roll. The Solo pianist and accom panist
for the P rairie View A. & M. Carr Roberson - A graduate
ie View
and 1\1. College.
and crcath·e efforts in music. officers of Mu Alpha are:
Durini· :heir opening session I Students are elected solely up'.:m
President - Eloise Smith
College A Capella Concert Choir. piano student who consented to
Friday tt,.. large group of NIIA· 1the foregoing qualifications, A solo trumpetist with the ColReporter - - Dolores Ervin - continue her ser..-ices as a mem~
delegat ~ •. eard greetings from and not upon application fot• lege Band and R. 0. T. C. Band Soprano soloist and member of See T/OSOR OCIF.TY, page 14
Dr. J. r1. Edgar; state commis-1
sioner I f education; :l\I. A.
Brownini; assistant commis- 1
sioner cr •·ocational education;
and a m;i · r address by Dr. E.
.............
r.:-···· ,•.,••.·:-··••,•-".-'¥.{
B. Evans president at Prairie
Vicv,.: A. and M. Mrs. E. 1\1. Galloway, di-,;;.n of the School of
Home Ecc,nomics at Prairie
View w;" also a speaker at the
two day rr,eeting.
The Tt·:>.a~ NRA is sponsored
by the Jc me and family life
t:~;;
education division of the Texas
EARL F. BROWN
RICHARD L,SMIT R.MONTGOMERY,JR. ROGER A.KUETER
H. H. ANDERSON
IDT. 8 . R. GARONER DAVID E. LLOYD
COLGATE (Fae.)
Educatior Agency, Mrs. Ruth
U, OF MICHIGAN TEXAS TECH.COLLEGE LORAS COLLEGE
, V,M. I.
OKLA. ST. U. (Fae.)
SAN DIEGO ST,
M. Payi:f' Navasota, is state
••-•.•.-.>.,•,:.•:?"'.'.',!>',
NHA ach,,er.
!:•
Offi<'! ,.,. of t he state associa• tion presto . ted "G uide posts for
Progre~'' a program of the
national
organization
which
covers v ork objectives for
;~
1962-1%: . The. e objectives for
new homt-makers include ( 1) to
R, I. SALBERG, JR. V. M. McMANAMON JOSE M. MARTINEZ
di cove,.. 7Ylyself and my wor th
D~VRY TECH. INST,
GONZAGA U.
U. Of CAL.
to othe:-<· (2) to contribute to
t he jt,"! a nd satisfaction of
fam ily Ih:ng, (3) to strengthen my .education for future
roles, and ( 4) to launch good
citizens}- 1: through homemaking.
The •·u::e officers participating in Ht'- colorful opening ceremony ,md other activities during the t-ssions were Cecia J.
Smith. H, 1lsville, president; ElIMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 15 winn ing
la New!'Ct:ne, ,Jacksonville, first
nu mber s, claim you r Pont iac Tempest LeMans Con•
vice p1 ~~:iaent; Joyce Hubbard.
vertible in accordance with t he rules on the reverse
Angletoi , ~econd ,·ic<' president:
of your license plate ..
Joyce E Kyle, Jasper; acting

I
I

I

I

Tempest Winners ... Lap 2!
•.•.•.•

~-·•

.·.•/

I
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Did you win in Lap 3?
LAP 3 ...
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third , JC'f president; Patricia
Smith, Me-:-.ia, secretary; Vivian
McGregr)J
Smithville, fourth
vice pn«;,dent; Brenda Penny,
Brenh m fifth vice president:
Sandra Shaw, Edna, historian;
Courtney Allen, Amarillo, par- 1
1
liamen~nria n.
I

Colorful
CCWT~\'UED from page2
included m a letter prepared in
Augus" 1~58 by l\'lr. L. C. McMillan, Registrar, in response
to an ;nquiry incident to Dr.
Valicn·r "tandidacy for a respon- I
:siblc I osJ ion at the stale level
in Ne,• York: "Dr. Vali2n was
an unu u' lly good studPn1 here.
1 lis sch, J;-.,;tic record wa. superior an' his attendance, deportment, ,J1d reputation were of
the sam<' caliber."
0Vf'" 1 ht."' years this illu~trious
son of f rairie View has distinguished himself well as a collegfl ,
teacher, research scholar, and
human.1anan. The "HarrisonValien
, cholarship Award,''
which is presented annually to'
the graduating senior here haY- 1
ing the highest scholastic aver- 1
age, is a tangible 2xpression of
his ( ar.rl nis wife's) attachment 1
to the ideal of outstanding
schola_ 1ic achie\·ement. Accord-;
ingly, ,t is highly appropriate
:that D~. Yali£n has been selected to address th Ninth Annual
Honor!' Convocation.
The nitire campus community
is invi'td to he present in the
Aurlit, .,Pm - G. mnasium at
:l0:00 A.I\l. on F1iday, March
29, \ Ii , on<' of the most colorful ~nd imprC'ssive t1 ibutcs to
young <,cholars e\'t>r witnessed
here unfolds. No more fitting
event th· n this can be staged
to undnscore the theme of Alpha K::ippa l\Iu's 1963 Convention: ''Tne Scholar .Faces the
Cha llenges of Academic Achievem~nh ·. 11 i

15 WINNING I
NUMBERS ■

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a
4- speed Portable Hi- Fi Stereo Set , "The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest ! (See
official cla imi ng ru les on reverse of your l icense
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

11. C426799
12. A441627
13. C741245
14. B443354
15. B597516

CONSOLATION PRIZE -NUMBERS!
1. B898122

6. B507111
7. C479883
3. C669684 8. C688698
4. A790991 9. B783706
,5. A537928 10. 8468625

2. C359461

1

I

6. B304290
7.A622200
8.A000831
9.C050080
10. B711674

1.A486272
2.C356696
8.A062375
4.C628490
,5.B797116

11. D801532
12, B784902
13. A151426
14. H176099
15. B42900-4

16. C079585
17. A973027
18. B315344
19. A766043
20. C031599

BMGRANIJP

Sweepstakes for colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general

20

pu~lic,

pests to go!

Get set for the last lap .•• 20 more Tempests and 25
more Consolation Prizes! Of course, e ntries you've al•
ready submitted are still in the running-but enter agai n
and improve your odds! And, if you haven't entered yet,
NOW'S THE TIME! All entries received before March
29th will be eligible to win one of the 20 Tempests to be
awarded in Lap 4! So pick up an entry blank where you
buy your cigarettes .• : today!
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS !
If you win a Tempest you may
choose instead a thrilling expensepaid 2-week Holiday in Europe-for
two! Plus $500 in cash!

11M
F°fLT E R s

'ifester/le
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.

~
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, ,IC.-\1\ir;es

llGonr & MYlRS TO

Get with the winners •••
far ahead in smoking satisfactio~n:.-1_ _--:--.
. ..
,..
BACCO CO.

IIEE THE PONTIAC TlaMPEST AT YOUR NEARBY PONTIAC 0EAL.jl!RI

y •
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ews from the Memorial Center
Breezing Around the Memorial Center

CLUB TALK

.Veil hPJlo again t tl1e dtif Panth rlaml. In this ed•
it on , , 11a e a very impurlHnl
p llti, l matt •1 ·
to
discus.·
\l.hkh T' ch •ard so much about
in th last few da. ·s, This is the
matt r of tlw g('neral student
dE-ction . I hn\'e !ward, and I'm
sun• you ha\·e lo, many undcsirable things that your fellow citi;,ens are planning to do during
thi. l'l,~ction tu make it verything bu successful.
\Ve must learn that we can
p;" rti ipate in an <.'lection without a scandal. Would you like
for your name to be used as the
b~.sis for a scandal? II you
,w,uldn't, then, I'm quite sure

that no one else would either.
This year while campaigning
is going on let's do l'Verything _______ ~ --.. __________
in our power to make this th
c!Panest election of this small
communily's hi. tory.
And citizens pleas r membel'
Quite recently, ulture Week
to vote for the candirlates by at Prairie View was sponsored
th0ir qualification and not for by the Les Beaux Arts Cultural
p rsonal reasons. If that P"t-son Club. To inform the campus
is your best friend who is run- community of this event, culture
ning for Student Body President badges were passed out to stuor Mi s Prairie> View and you dents and faculty member and
don't think they arc quali.(ied, our announcement of various
cast your vote for the person activities during culture week
you sincerely believe can repre-j were ~laced in the School Week
cnt you in the manner in which Bullet111.
you'd be proud of at all times.
Among these activities were
l\tiss PV Pageant Young ladies participating in the anWell citizen , I must go now an
inspirmg
message
on
nual event held prior to the election of Miss Prairie View
but I'll see you again in the next "Youth's Answer to Culture" by
are (left to right) Lura Branch, Maude Ferguson, Carole
issue of the Panther when we'll Brother Robert Franklin at SunStinett, Darlene Green, Sharon Robertson, Jewel H. Wilagain be Breezing Around The day chapel, a free movie sponliams, Alma Ferris, Marva Times and Gladys Ervins.
Memorial Center
sored by Les Beaux Arts that
f
Eartha James
same evening, a listening session, which included music
A recent debate on the Camranging from the great classics
The Pen and Pounders Clul the Guest Speaker. Dr. Evans
pus, "Resolved That Capital
to the soulful jazz of Ray
Punishment Should Be AbolishCharles. These and other activ- held its Founder's Day Program spoke on the subject, "The Ed·
ed ''. was won by the negative.
ities were seemingly quite enjoy- at 8 :00 p.m. on March 11, 1963. ucational Secretary.''
in the College Hotel Conference
The ream consisting of Rooseable to the campus at large.
Immediately
following the
Room.
velt Martin, Nolan Ward and
Well, it's time to name anLt'-e Henderson used evasive
Dr. E. B. Evans, President, program,
refreshments were
0ther couple of the week. But I
~cratc>gy and experience to down
Prairie
View
A
&
M
College
was
served
by
the
Social Committee.
first, I just must say how swingthe affirmative team of Oliver
ing that K.O.B. Blue and White
Brown, Leo Orr and Albert HolRy G. 1'1. Campbell, Jr.
Ball was. It was really swingloway in this decisional debateing; to say the least; you know
I am sure you were not dubforum.
Real Gone, like Way Out. A lot ious about the showcase that
of nice couples were there.
was presented Thursday night.
K.0.B.'s looked elegant, as usu- I hope the different Moods of
al, in their Blue and White. Music emancipate your soul. I
Well look-a-here, its thal time Some gowns were really sleek. am sure you were fained in all
a:;ain. Time for old friends to George Faye DeRouen looked degrees of sensitivity with the
get together for another chat. 1 rather devastating, being escort- program.
hr,pe you enjoy these little get- ed by th at "Man of th e Court,"
The mimics of famous personwgetlwrs as much as I do. I like Sam Jenkins. Sam didn't have net were very numerous won't
w talk with you because you sec, a basketball in ~is han~s ~ut he you agree?
'
WP understand each other.
was ~-eally movmg. Dig· You
The big event that everyone
But I disagree. You know, last ~now· Anotl.ler_ couple tfat ~e- is looking forward to is the
You cannot afford to miss this sale!
time, I misinformed you. I told ser~es me~tiofm~g wask :
is- Black and White Ball. This is an
yc,u that Bryan had won State sue~ coup c O t e wee '
ttye annual affair where Club Cres3A Championship in Basketball, Daniel. _a nd Charles ~awson. ccndo and their sister club, Club
w •ll I :tpologiz,,. it wasn't Bryan, Kat~ _Sm 1th was somel h mg else. Twenty-Six unite and give this
but Carthage. l want my friend Ga), m app.earance
and
.
.
.
h younger affair.
th
from Carthage to know that I
an springtime, ass e so graceI hope all of you had much
am tf'rrihl"·' ·sorry · Okay?· Ok· I fully
at hthe N
ball, success on your M'd
S
t
• h made her
h debut
h
1 - emes er
1
Well now listen I know you wit none ot er t an, w o. o.
I
'
I d on 't be1ieve
·
· 1 H ow d'd
1 sh e j exams.
aH rPruperating from all of this
it.
-------__ _

Les Beaux Arts

Negative Tearn Wins
Capital Punishment Issue

Pen and Pounders Hold Founder's Day

Couple of

The Week

CI ub Crescendo

FINAL CLEARAWAY

The /

KKK

of Ladies' Fall
Sweaters and Hats

I
I

I

I

I

c mp·mv v,:e've had. I'll tell you do it? Does this mean? Really
.
this pl;c/'! was just swarming now! At last? Is this to .?e it~
with blue and white and Black Well, I guess so - OTIS Slug
ar:d Gold. It was something was- TAYLOR. I'd better look around
n·r it7 But we sur\'ived it, didn't some more, tbi J>e-n is melting,
Wt•? And now that we think a nd I'm not in th e sun ei th er.
Mr. James 0. Sullivan, faculahout it, it wasn't so bad wa it? Lawrence Bennett was th ere a nd ty advisor for "The Voice of J
\\"ell it's a good thing that we re_ally 1 don 't know who he was Pantherland," our weekly radio-I
t l that way about it because wi th · He was all over th e place. program has announced that
w~ ha\·e mor~ company' to come, I Now t~ere's a good o~e fo~ you. plans are being made to organfricnd~. There is still the Track Sometimes I wond er if hes go- ize a radio club. Students in this
H·am!>, the Interschola tic Lea- ing or coming.
club will receive training and
gue, and the I. E. Conference.
Well, let me go breezing actual participation in radio anHow 'bout that? But I know th rough th c Center a nd try to nouncing, techniques, diction,
You'll be nice to them becau e fi nd a deserving couple. Larry commercial writing, deliverance
;.(,u'r so kind. You 'wouldn't Ca ·h a nd Jimmie Fowler look and interviewing.
E-mbarass anybody or make cute toge th er, but Larry get a
It is hoped that "The Voice
them feel bad while they're little carried away sometimes. of Pantherland" will eventually
?.way from home. I know that. Richard Ga rd ner and Marion be an all-student production.
By the time you read this we Co s gets a 90 % for th is issue.
Interested per ons, male and
,, ill have taken our mid-term
Sam Bates a nd Lois Charles females houJd contact Mr. Sul. aminalions, and I'm wonder-I would be rating high if Sam . Livan.
ing what the out-come will be. would stay in line. Then, there's ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
However, I'm sure you all did the Robei:: Lowery Duo. Carli
r al cute. Didn't you? Here's and Zenobia looks chummy toCITY DRUG STORE
h ping we all passed.
gether. This week there's a tie
Well dears I must sign off for for couple of the week. Hats off
Phone 242
nr w. I'll ee you around next to ~ames Burleson_ and Sally _La.
Hempstead
Texas
time okav·? Ok.
Pomt and to McKmley Harnson
Y~ur friend,
and Sandra Randolph.
K . K. K.

Radio Club
To be Formed

We m·usl move over 200 sweaters
this month. Sale definitely ends
Saturday, March 30, 1963

SWEATERS
Includes Button Styles and Pullovers
-Orlons, Wools, Acrilans -· Bulky
l{nits and Flat Weaves.
$3.98 to $12.98 VALUES

1/2 Price

HATS
VALUES TO $7.98

s1 oo

=====------------------========..

Memorial Center
Staff
E< itor
Editor
.\1 ri~1

.

1 ,, pi,1 .
.
P otogrnplll·r

Lrc Henderson 1
.... Ella Banwtt.
Eartha James
Frederick Bath

:c:-~d

B<.·v rly

Btu11s
Ja !.. n

Roger Jackson
• \< Vi<;<11
.. James Sullivan
yo t Ecliro, .
Lonnie D. flunt,

.r

Ljpscomb Lumber Company
Phone 347

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
-

SORSBY MOTOR COMPANY
Phone 365
HOUSTON
....

@a§}jnw
-

Hempstead

PHONE CA 8-6285

All Sales Final - No Returns No Approvals - No Exchanges

FRENKIL'S
Hempstead, Texas

Ph. 113
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Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Honor Society
b, Earl T\. ,Jo11es
r<'quircmcnts. These minimum
The Prairie View (Alpha requiremen s include the comGamma) Chapter of Beta Kap- pl tion of sixty-four semester
pa Chi was established in 1942 hours of college work, seventeen
under leadership of Dr. T. P. semester hours of which shall be
Dooley, who at that time headed in one of the sciences recognizthe Department of Natural ed by the Society, and an averSciences. Dr. Dooley and Dr. E. age cholastic standing of ·'B"
E. Q'Banion (who presently in the science area, and a generheads the Department of Natur- al college average of "B".
al Science5) are n:,,•o of the charThe activities of the chaptC'r
ter members and have been con- for the 1962-163 academic year
tinuously active in the affairs include monthly meetings where
of the organization.
members of the science comBeta Kappa Chi (BKX) is a mun have heard presentations
faculty - student
organization by Dr. L. C. Collins, Dr. E. W.
with the following purposes: To Martin, Mr. John H. Williams, a
encourage and advance scientii- Faculty-Student forum on the
ic education through (a) origin- factors in the achievement of
al investigations; (b) the dis- the undergraduate scientist. A
semination of scientific know- large delegation from Prairie
ledge; and ( c) the stimulation View attended and participated
of high scholarship in pure and in the Regional Convention held
applied science.
at Texas College, Wiley, Texas,
This chapter is one of fifty 'ln February 16. Among the
located on as many college cam- Prairie View contribution. to
puses in seventeen states and the that meeting were papers by Dr.
District of Columbia. The local I T. P. Dooley, Miss Lula Hinton,
member. hip includes 16 mem- ::ind Dr. E. W. Martin. The next
bers of the faculty and students big items on the calendar are
as follows: Miss Lula Hinton representation at the National
(Biology), Mr. Tommy Osborne Convention at Hampton Insti(Chemi try), and Mr. John H. tue early in April, and the AnWilliams (Chemistry). Among nual Initiation and Banouet
those who stay on the "active which is scheduled to take place
list" of the chapter are Dr. E. early in the month of May.
B.. Evans, President of the ColThe contributions made to the
Jege, and Dr. J. M. Drew, Dean regional and national welfare of
of Instruction.
the Beta Kappa Chi Scientific
Any tudent may gain membership in the Prairie View
Chapter of BKX if he has the
desire and can meet the minimum academic and scholastic

Science In titute Leaders - Speakers, consultants and local directors at Prairie View A. and
M. College are shown during one-day institute for the advancement of science. The groui::
includes - L. L. Byrd, conference co-chairman, Dr. Robert E. Stevenson, Acting director, A
and M. Marine Laboratory, Galveston; Dr. Dale F. Leipper, department of oceanography
and meteorology, Texas A. and M.; Dr. Alberta Seaton, department of biology, Texas Southern; Dr. Hugh J. McLellan, department of oceanograph-supervisor, of shjp work, Texas A.
and M.; William J. Cromie, director of public relations, Brown and Root, Inc., Houston:
Dr. Jewell Berry, co-chairman; and Dr. E. E. O'Banion, head department of natural sciences at Prairie View.
Honor Society by the Prairie National President, Dr. E. E. Convention of Alpha Kappa l\Iu
Honor Society.
varied. Among these of which
The Prairie View Chapter of I Officers of the chapter are:
the chapter is proud is the fact the Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Miss Lula Hinton, President;
that it has furnished more than Honor Society joins the other I Tommy Osborne, Vicc-Presiits share of regional vice-presi- progressive groups on the cam- dent; and John H. Williams.
dents and other regional offi, I pus in giving a big WELCOME Secretary-Treasurer. Earl K.
cers, and has also furnished a to the members of th~ Annual Jones, sponsor.
View group have been many and O'Banion (1950-1954).

I

COMM£ 'TS. cont. from page 4
:i.-hich will be useful to him
throughout lif . Also in the Pol-,
itical Sci·,nce class, the students
are ablP to debate and discus5
intelligently, the most familiar
political ·issues of the day which
clireclly affe~t tl1e Negro.
The Honors Program at
Prairie View is a step toward
the recognition and development
bf the brain power of the American Negro which might otherwise go unnoticed.

l\lamie L. Hughes
Miss Mamie L. Hughes, a
graduate of the Boling Vocational High School, Boling, Texas, is one of the nineteen Sophomores in the Honors Program.
Miss Hughes, an English Major, has earned a grade point
average of better than 3.0, each
semester.
To most students on Prairie
View's campus the Honors Program i something about which
they know nothing at all. But
to thirty eight students, the
Honors Program represents a
challenge; a chaJlenge for greater achievement.
I am happy to be one of those
given the opportunity to pursue
study, beyond and more abstract than the regular requirements for undergraduates en- rolled in this institution. It is
true that these pursuits demand
more time, more research and a
°"'ider scope of intellectual
thought, but these demands are
justified when the rewards in- I
elude a deeper, wider growth to
intellectual miturity during the
undergraduate years.
The Honors Program serves
as an inspiration for personal
achievement. In a group such as
this, in whlch one's coUeagues
face their intellectual chalJenges
with a willingness to achleve,
one cannot help but be .inspir~d
toward greater personal achievement. This group action in our
specially
designed
courses
trengthens our individual in-1·
itiative and potential. This program is beneficial to the students who are participating in it
and a very favorable compliment
to the faculty and achninistra-.
tion who support it.
J
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TARBET OF DPPORTUIIITIES I LING TEMCO VOUGHT
Opportunity for professional advancement, on-the-job orientation and engineering challenge ... you'll find this and more with ling-TemcoVought. From the first you'll work with experienced technical personnel in an engineering climate that encourages imagination and spontaneity.
And because LTV is one of the nation's most active participants in almost every phase of the challenging aerospace, communications and
military electronics fields, you can determine the type of promising position which will contribute most to your professional growth. ■ Get
first-hand information on LTV's projects and products by picking up our brochure at your Placement Office. Then talk to our representative.
Ask him about the company's extensive resources, education assistance and liberal company benefits. Ask too, about Dallas - a modern
city noted for its .warm, sunny climate. Then review LTV's ground-floor growth opportunities for graduates holding degrees in Aeronautical,
Mechanical, Industrial, Electrical and Civil Engineering or .Math, Physics and Metallurgy. ■ Schedule an appointment with our representative
or write College Relations Otfice, ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas 22, Texas. An eqcal opportunity employer.
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INC

Dallas Area Divisions: CHANCE VOUGHT CORP./TEMCO ELECTRONICS/TEMCO AEROSYSTEMS/CONTIN ENTAL ELECTRONICS
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Student Counci I

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
Blackshear Whips 1
Evans 7-2

Faculty-Staff Golf
Tournament Set

In the 10-team women's leaThe Division of Intramurals
gue, Blackshear Hall 8th place will sponsor the first Golf tour'62 team may be on its way I nament of the 1963 season the
after winning a hard fought 5 21st of April on the Memorial
run game from the '62 seventh Park Golf Course in Houston.
place Evan team in their first
Two flights will house the enplayed round robin game.
tries of the tournament with
Led by Cross, Sephens, Cole- awards being given to t he first
man, Cox and Battles the Black- and second places of each flight.
: hear nine scored one r un in the
Winners of t he Annual Spring
first; 3 in th 3rd and final in- , Open Tournament of the 1962
nings to maintain seven runs season were:
over Evans Hall. Watex and
Fir t Flight: Daniel Brooks
Smith scoring the only two
Second Flight : Brucy Gray
Evans Hall runs in the 4th inThird Flight: T. R. Solomon
ning could muster only one hit
All three '62 flight winners
in t he final inning of play with will compete to hold t heir
the exceptional pitch ing of Bon- championship flight title.
nie Black and the first base
All faculty and staff personsacking of Precious Edwards.
nel interested in participating
An early prediction gives m ust submit tournament entries
Blackshear the 1963 Champion- by the 17th of April.
, h ip.

Woodruff Lions Take
Close One from LBA

Panther Club March
Over Barons 21-5
The booming bats of Mitchell,
Sapenter, Seals, Green and Bennett ·were too much for the Baronage in their first game of the
'63 season. Ending a 21-5 r un
game in 5 innings, the Panther
Club took command of the Baronage nine and proved their
■triking power fo r the now moving men' league.
Missing
their outstanding
player of the '62 year, Harvey
Hornsby, the Baronage are in
the rebuilding phase of their
mighty softball potential. Led
by Batts. Brown and Wright,
lhe Baronage proved t h at they
have scoring power and may explode before the season ends.

Bidding for the top percentage of t he '63 round robin 10
team men's league, the Wood•
r u ff Lions chalked up one win
against the L. B. A. Bears by
3 runs in an 11-8 r un game.
Anthony T anniedike, Guy,
and Francis led the Woodruff
Lions against the L . B. A. nine.
Players who were outstanding
for the L. B. A.'s were Du ke,
Franklin, and Thomas.
L. B. A is scheduled against
the Panther Club in their next
game; the Woodruff Lions play
the Crescendoes.

lntramurals to Have
Track and Field Meet

Sponsored on t he basis of
clubs, organ izations and inde~
pendent teams a s entries, the
Division of Intl'amurals will
s ponsor the annual Track and
Field Da y on t he 30th of Ma rch .
WALL!R
All persons interested in orga nizin g teams are asked to do
' so im mediately so that the en try
Meata - Groc.rl•
date may be met on time. ManApp li an~
41 agers of each team are asked
to pick up entry blanks from t h e
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. Office of Intramurals or to con-
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Super Market

Enjoy the
FINEST
ICE CREAM

MADE!

I

Reportl"r MacC'o Gray
should not be punb "
The stud •nt council met fur a actions of a backwat

Exh"1b·1t·1on Softball Scores :\larch
regular scheduled mePting on
7, 196:1 al 8 o'clock p.m.

BLUE BELL CREAMERIES
BRENHAM -

HOUSTON

NOW OPEN
TOP LOADING •AGITATOR TYPE MACHINES

£C!J1'
D"4
self-service coin I
1

1

24 HOUR SERVICI

WI NEYER CLOSI

Bank ind Post Office Block

DRY

I LOADI
2!1c

HEMPST&AD

fo r the
inority.

W e believe that if
... college
would deal with th t m inority
The main discussions were con- group firmly discip!i l Y probWinning over Suarez Annex, cerned with student a ctivities, lems would cease. Tr •refore we
Evan. liall with a 13-3 score general student election, and T. d o no l believe that .1-,.
· • a nswers
took their first Intramural IS
A . S tate me t mg.
'
given are adequate f
he lim.
.
h
f h 1963
h
hed 1 d
sc
u
mate o t e
B cause of various comments ited activities avail > ' to t e
ason. Anderson Hall 6-place concerning student activities the students
consequ ·t y recomteam in the '62 l<'ague, won o,·er council has looked into this mcndations will be . ~ • to pres'62 fifth place Crawford Hall by matter and plans are underway ident Evans concerr '.? activia core of 15-3 in their exhibi- for improvcm(>nts. John Batch- ties.
tion '63 league game. Suarez and um held an interview with Mr.
A report on the T .I -:: ..\. State
Blackshear resp('Ctively took Martin Epps concerning the meeting held in De,•, . Texas
the!r exhibition gam_es in good problems that exist and plans from February 2
t hrough
st ride ~s NY A a nd Mmor 1 w nt for the future relative to student March 2 was given Y Tommy
down m def~a~ ~racefully.
activities. The following is a Osborne - results - ,. ·ed that
These exh1b1t,1ons set off a brief summary of what took the "Prairie View D egation"
ten-team womens league for th e place at this particular inter- Icontributed greatly ·> he suc1963 season .
\ view. The first question asked cess of the state mee 1 - ~ ; 1·t a 1was concerning the limited num- so received valuable ·, owledge
ber of dances that have been dealing with stud :~ governavailable for the students. It ment and leadership.
was pointed out that because of 1-. The deadline fo r receiving
disciplinary problems, excessive completed
applica ti':l. forms
Sparked by Anne Mason and drinking, and general conduct for candidacy was ~: by the
D. Clay, the Minor I nine walked dances were limited. Al o, the council; the deadline •,c:as set as
over the '62 championship Suar- gymnasium brought about a March 18, 1963. On , larch 22,
ez Annex Club by a 5 run mar- ' problem when the floor was un- 1963 the council will ".l!'esent the
gin . Mason and Clay scoring 3 1der construction.
various candidates ) t he stur uns each; Willie and HemingSecondly, the availability _of dent body and facul t: at an asway scoring 2 proved to be too cards in the game room was dis- sembly. We are reque-:; · ng your
n:iuch clu b for the Annex in their cussed. ~ problem exist in that presence at this assenbly, a~d
first league game.
twenty five decks of cards were would like your full n pport in
The Annex led by Q. Williams issued to two social clubs; these all student council p :·)jects and
with two r uns were forced to cards have not been turned back activities.
taste defeat by the well playing to the game room. Too, students
Minor team.
exchange their old decks of
cards for new decks. Because of
these problems cards are no
longer issued. Although the maCONTI NU ED fror: page 11
jority of the students are only
.
~
interested in cards, other games I berm the _Mu Alpha ~ !~ma Honare available to the students ora,ry Society.
In an 11-10 game the Spoilers by asking for them _ in the . Sponsor - Miss E . ~ W . Cu~iced the Pro Vets by one run to future volley ball courts, bad- lins - Instructor on t, e Music
win their first scheduled game minton courts, and various oth- Staff.
.
.
of the 1963 season.
er games will be available to the
The Society pla ns to mdu?t
The bats of Watson, Harvey students for u e.
three new members uring this
and McGruder boomed all day
The council is well aware of semester.
to offset the Pro Vets Blacknoll, the fact that disciplinary prob- - - - - - Shavers and Henderson in the lems do exist in having various
run exchanging game that ended activities, .but we feel that this
in the last inning with the Spoil- is an administrative problem
The But Bursi
er nine on top.
and should be dealt with by the
The Spoiler vs P ro Vets game administration . Too, we feel
~t off the 1963 Softball season. that the whole student body

I

Minor I Wins

League Ga·m e

I

I
I

I

Honor Society

Spoilers Take Pro Vets
In One Run Game

---

George's Dept Store

sistency of the Texas College
Crescendoes Take. Easy · student's
growth in education .
Again we should commend
Game from facuity Robert Hill as representative for
Winning by forfeit t he Cres- a job well done and an inspired
cendoes triumphed over the "Thanks".
Faculty Sluggers in a 1 r un forfeit game to mark 1 win in the
'63 League.
The Crescendoes are scheduled against the Woodruff Lions
for t heir next game.
Telephone 34.1
The Faculty t aking one lost
will h ave a long way to go for
,,_ ,_ ,_ ,,_ ,,
cham pionship results after losing an unnecessary game.

and

l G. Variety
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

FAULKNER'S PHARMACY

__

Viceroy to Co-Sponsor
Faculty -Staff
Golf Opening
by Floyd Ra.y Douglas

WASH
20c
LOAD
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Th e Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Company will co-sponsor with the Division of Intram urals the April open tournament that will be held on the
21st of April.
The Viceroy Company will
have, inclusive of this tournament, co-sponsored with the
Recreation
Department
its
fourth tournament in campus
activities. Our appreciation for
their interest in indebtedly record d by the interest in participants entering these types of
tournaments.
It is evident that the interest
this company is giving to promote student and faculty activi- 1
ties indicat
their concern for
sue ess; and a rewarding contact Floyd R. Douglas as soon
as possible.

____

Hempstead

,,_ ,,_ ,._ ,,

__ __,_,._,,
,_ ,_ ,

Today ... Find Out How You Can

Own A Home Site In . . .

I
I

ALTA VISTA II
I
**
I
**
**
*
**
Located Just South· of Campus Pro.Per

Choice lots To Select From With

These Outstanding Features

. . •

Paved Streets, Curbs and Gutters
Sidewalks
Water, (State Approved)
Electricity
Gas
Sewage, Sanitary
Fire Hydrants conveniently located
for lower insurance rates
Terms to suit your budget
For Information

CALL THE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
at •..
7-3333 or 3478

.

JL\RCH
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SPORTS
Spring Alhlfbi( Programs Begin

Iteams at Southern on March 29·

Panther baseball, golf, tennis
and track activities opened on
March 15-16 with the diamond
crew and golfers competing at
Arkansas State in Pine Bluff.
The Track Team was busy the
same weekend at the Capitol
City Relays in Austin.
Prairie View thin clads are
participating in the TSU Relays
on March 22-23, and are looking
ahead to the major campus
sports events, the annual PV Relays on April 5-6. The big sports
affair will include track, tennis
and golf.
Other events in March include
the baseball, golf and tennis

Bands
CONTINUED from col. I

ratings in concert playing only
included Lanier-Freeport, GrossVictoria, Cheatham-Clarksville,
Weldon-Gladewater, Charlton Pollard-Beaumont, and HebertBeaumont. Tv,o schools won
, number-one ratings in sight
reading only - Carver-Baytown
and Ball High-Seguin. These
schools received trophy awards.
Certificates
of proficiency
were awarded to schools winning
number-two
r atings.
Seven
schools won certificates in both
concert and sigh t reading; Cen tral - Troup, Colbert • Dayton,
Marshall - Angleton, Dunbar -

I

Top Hiigh School Bands - Washington High School, Texas Cjty, and Carver, Waco, won the
s,~pstake awards at the annual state Interscholastic League Band Festival held at Prairie
View A. and M. College. Both bartds scored number-one ratings in concert, marching and
sig.• t reading.
Anderson High, Austin,
and Emmett Scott, Tyler, ·
\V<>n
special awards for
nurr,.ber-one ratings in
con<ert and sight reading.
Pk:ured (top) receiving
thc- $weepstakes trophy
fr m le-ague director 0. J.
Th«rnas (center) are band
dire<-tor James Wilson, . . .l
Te.\as City (2nd from
left, and R. E. Lee, Jr.,
of \'\"aco.
Bc,ttom - Mr. Thomas
prff.t:-nts awards to band
directors Alvin Patterson,
Austin, and James William~, Tyler. Directing the
festh·al were Dr. R. von
Charlton (left) and Joseph A. Daniels (right) of
the ::\Iusic Department at
Prairie View A. and M.
Coll<•ge.

30.

Baseball Team Gets Send
Off the Panther Way
Baseball Season is in the spotligh L again and when the Prairi~
View Panthers took off for Arkansas last week, the Band,
Cheerleaders and approximately
1,000 Cheering students were on
hand to send them off the
Prairie View Way. Wishing
them good luck. Although the
game!': were called off due to inclimate weather, the team
know!': that the Prairie View
j "ites" are with them win, lose
or draw.
Temple, Terrell - Fort Worth,
Lincoln • Port Arthur and Central - Galveston.
Winning number-two ratings
in concert were Dunbar-Dickinson, 1\1. A. Brown-Smithville,
Aycock . Rockdale, Hamilton
Park-Dallas, Ball High-Seguin,
Dunbar-?11exia, Waldo-Matthe\\'•
Silsbee, Peabody - Hillsboro,
Jackson-Rosenberg, Hilliard-Bay
City, Liberty Training, BurnettTerrell and Caner-Baytown.
Schools earning number-two ratings for sight reading included
Rosenwald - Luling, Herman •
Van Vleck, Carver - Sweeny,
Lanier-Freeport, Carver-Ennis,
Gross-Victoria, Madison-Dalla ,
Charlton-Pollard-Beaumont and
Hebert-Beaumont.

Fifty-two Bands
P rticipate in
Annual Festival
High School bands from Carver-Wac, and Wa hington-Texas
City Wt,n sweepstake awards at
the annual Band Festival which
was held recently at Prairie
View A&l\I College with fifty- ,
two bands participating.
I
Sweepstake awards, massive
trophies presented by the Interscholastic League at Prairie
View, are made to bands receiving number-one ratings in con- . .
cert, sight reading and march- 1
ing. Rat'ings in marching were
earned in district activities ·
h eld earlier. Bands were judged .
in concert and sight reading during the three-day state meet-. ·
Judges were representatives of
the League office and music
department at the University of
exas.
Ander ~on High-Austin and
mmitt Scott-Tyler were the only schools receiving special
trophy awards for earning number-one ratings in both concert
nrl sight reading.
Schools winning numbc r-one
Sec BJ\1\'D, c-ol. 4
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Salem refreshes your taste
•
ft
II
- \\ ~-~
every puff
~ a I~nef...-ttJ 0b/"UAr.}
I A sa1em c1gare
·
tt e b nngs
·
·o ¾
you t h e
'!""· -

taste of Springtime ... so soft and refreshing. Puff after puff .. . pack after pack ...
Salem smokes fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed ... smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

s1xr1rnL 1
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Under New Management ·

ll

•

LET US DO YOUR CLEANING AND PRESSING FOR YOU ...
BETTER PICK - UP and DELIVERY SERVICE!

Ask about our Cash-and-Carry program. Bring and pick up your
Dry Cleaning at a 15% Discount - Effective March 25, 1963

* NEW W ASHA TERIA *

.

.

A New W ashateria has been
installed at Community Cleaners
with BIG G-E Automatic
Washers and Dryers.

t

A New coin operated Hair
Dryer is also in the W ashateria.
"Do Your Hair While You Wash Your Clothes."

G-E Machines Installed by
COMMERCIAL SERVICES CO.
Roy Corbin - ID 3-5605
Houston, Texas

I

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

CHARLES WASHINGTON

R. M. THURMAN

Owner

CLEVELAND BROWN, JR.

Managers

